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The cuts in social service spending contained in the Healey proposals are designed to lower the standard of living and raise the cost
of living of the masses. No amount of juggling with figures can disguise
the bourgeois scale of values reflected in these measures. Spending is
to be cut in the health service, education, transport, school meals and
and food subsidies are to be ended. At the same time, spending on
defence, on armt1ments, is to continue to rise. It is true that the rise
In spending on armaments is not as great as first proposed, but it is to
rise nevertheless. These proposals of Healey are a direct attack on the
working class and are as much a measure of civil war as the terrorism
and assassinations of British imperialism in Northern Ireland. This is
tbe form it takes in this country, measures of economic terrorism. The
Labour and trade union left has to denounce in unequivocal terms this
offensive apinst the masses and to oppose it in the most effective way.
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Anti-capitalist solutions are going
to be posed in Spain quite soon. A
measure of the reaction of the masses
is to be seen In Portugal. Portugal
had fifty years of fascism, worse than
in Spain, because It didn't have the
worker base of Spain and does not
have its tradition of struggle, nor the
and Co"""'unlst
parties, nor
Socl·a1 ·st
1
.....
a large tendency of the left, which
Spain now has, neither did It have the
anarch lsts who have a considerable
weight in the workers movement - a
combative weight, In fundamental
zones, not only in Asturias, and
neither did it have the trade unions.
Thus it is necessary to have the
newbeperspective
that there
Is going
to
a very dynamic
development
of the class struggle.
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It is possible to foresee In Spain
a first stage of struggle for bourgeois
democratic demands. Hence we propose a united front, including the
bourgeoisie, for democratic bourgeois
demands: demands for trade unions
rights, the right to speak, to publish,
and the right of assembly. But together with these it is necessary to

the economy is stimulated. This is
true historically and concretely,
in
some cases it ls like this; but with
14 Workers States and 20 Revolutionary States, such a revolutionary ferment in the world and such a crisis,
the re-animation of the Spanish economy is not only going to be achieved
t h rough investments, planning or the
d
h
h
evelopment o1 democrat 1c rig ts or t e
free democratic play of competition,
but from the fact that the proletariat
receives all the influence of the world
d
.
an 1s going to app 1Y 1t.

artisans, smal I industrial sectors,
small and medium agricultural proprietors, with democratic .demands
but acting separately from the proletarian united front.

When ETA achieves such important
actions as It has done and has such
revolutionary behaviour and attitude,
this is be. cause it reflects the w! II of

concentrated on Franco but it is the
whole of the bourgeoisie which
is
responsible. What impeded the bour· f rom d eve Ioping
·
geo I .s1e
t h e country ?
If Spain hasn't developed more, it ls
because the bourgeoisie is not capable
because it doesn't have the means and
because there are not the historic
conditions for the bourgeoisie to
develop. What the bourgeoisie require
ls that the workers don't compete
with a revolutionary programme. Thus
it is necessary to see the significance
of the Socialists and the Communists.
These Spanish .wo.rkers feel this. and

the Spanish masses which ls not
reflected in the Communist Party, the
Socialists or the Anarchists, nor
among the separatists. It is an organic decision which does not arise
from nationalist bourgeois ideas nor
from bourgeois democracy, nor the
conciliatory conceptions of the Communists and the Socialists. It arises
only from the will of a Socialist perspectiv~. Su~hcourage, such. resolu ...

It is necessary to have a discussion, promoted by the united front of
the parties and the trade unions, which
explains that the crisis is not only
because Franco existed.
It is a
question of the stagnation of the
Spanish economy and the fact that the
bourgeoisie is impotent and incapabie.
ihe responsibility cannot be only

;::~lWJ;~i~~;;i~s~~flt';:::~~;~~ ·::i;:::;:e::';.'d~~=~ 0:e;:~~~::'·' ~~~~::i;:,e:~~~':!:7~/~=~:<:~:~:·

Proposals such as 'selective import controls', 'increase in government spending' and 'reflation', are no more than proposals to tinker with
with the capitalist economy when the problem is capitalism itself, the
system of private property. To propose 'selective Import controls' means
to defend the most inefficient sectors of capitalism, because if such
firms were efficient they would be able to compete on the world market
without protection. One of the reasons why such firms cannot compete
is that their prices are higher than imported products. Textiles are an
example of this, and British textiles find It impossible to compete with
textiles produced by the more advanced economies of the Eastern European Workers States. To ban these products would simply force the
masses to pay higher prices for locally produced products. The a19ument
that such measures would reduce unemployment does not stand up either.
Unemployment is inherent in the capitalist system simply because the
capitalist expropriates in the form of profits a large proportion of the
product of labour. This means that the purchasing power of the working
class - the majority of society - is always inferior to production. Thus
consumption is· limited and the result is overproduction and unemp!Oyment. An important aspect of the total world crisis of capitalism is that
two of the solutions the system used previously - inter-capitalist war
and the exploitation of colonies - have been taken out of its hands by
the advance of the world revolution and the existence of 14 Workers
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sures it is precisely because the left does not propose any effective
.
·• 1·(S t a /•.emat•1ve. Th e res1gna
·
tion of J oan L es.or
• 1s
· not an
ant1-capua
effective means of opposing such anti-working class policies. At best
it is sinf>ly on the level of personal protest and, as such, organises
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At the same time they have to understand that there is no possibility
of a balance between the classes, between the bourgeoisie and the
working class. There is no solution in the 'mixed economy'. It is a
question of a class struggle, of the antagonistic interests of class, and
that if one class prevails the other loses. The Healey measures are only
possible because the interest of the working class has not prevailed in
the Labour government. The. Healey 'plan' is the reaction of a sector
of the Labour Party which Is committed to the maintenance of capitalism,
and it is a blatant attempt to make the masses pay tor this crisis. One·
week the government gives millions of pounds to Chryslers and no end
of money is spent on the equally socially useless 'Concord', and the
next moment the finance is deducted from social services. What would
be more blatant? At the same time both the Chrysler episode and the
Concord have meant finance for the bosses and the sack tor thousands of
workers. These measures of the government are intolerable and so is the
continued existence, in the Labour government and Party, of the whole
Healey/Wilson clique. It is time for the Labour and trade union left to
say so and to prepare an effective, viable, anti-capitalist alternative.

nothing. At the same time, the proposal tor an 'Emergency Labour
Party Conference' was a very limited method Of opposition. In the
event the proposal was defeated in the NEC, a fact which once again
shows that the Labour Party apparatus is the servant of the right Wing.
However, if the Labour left thinks that a national conference is necessary, why not call one unfettered by the bourgeois structure of lhe
Labour Party? What Is to stop them? Even if they do not feel the
strength to organise a naticmal conference im~ediately, i.t is po~sible to
'~>1 .~;,,frganls•,.loca11·cdnterencifs of tire.· labourmovement··open·to' a/f teqctenclei·· · ·
that agree with the programme of nationalisations contained in 'clause 4
of the Labour Party constitution.. It is necessary to open a process of
discussion immediately in the factories, in the workers areas, in the
centres. of the proletariat, on the means to oppose the Healey proposals,
on ·the basis of the anti-capitalist programme. We .do not propose a
particularly difficult task to the Labour Party and trade union left, but
we are aware that the prime reason that they do not undertake It Is that
they lack the anti-capitalist programme which is essential. The proposals put forward by the left - particularly the 'Tribune' left - are
totally inadequate and without perspective.

w.c.2.

social will of the masses, the petlt
bourgeoisie and the large peasant
sectors,slnee it is possible to advance
1111ch further. Also it is possible to
find support in a sec,tor of property
admi nlstered by the state which ls
quite large, which in' .some sectors
counts for as much as 60% of the
industry. There has been considerable
industrial development in Spain, but
the weight of nationalised industry or
of nationalised factories has created
a sector of technocrats, of adimtnistrators, based on the factories of state
property, which on one side are very
linked to the workers movement and,
on the other, to private pr(iperty. But
the dynamics of the process
develop
the econi>my put these enterprises,
these administrators and technicians
on the side of nationalised property
and production, and not on that of the
private sector.

to

Private property has produced some
highly paid tecl'lnicians, but it is a
small team and the rest haven't developed and the privileged sector ls
going to be eliminated as a privileged
sector, like private property.
It is
goin{:J to be eliminated and it is going
to work in production like the rest.
On the other hand, the technocrats,
under the state, have a more direct
Interest in the development of the
country, because they see that they
can extract from the state more than
the whole of this team can extract
from private property. It Is not, as
the Communists say, that nationalised
property only means that all the
technicians, that all this team, work
afterwards as a function of capitalism.
A part, yes, but as a whole, no;
because the nationalised enterprise
does not have an interest in giving
privl leges
to
the
technicians,
because otherwise these would take
the profit of the enterprises.
All this is a factor of weight, of
importance, to ally the technocrats
to the workers movement. The Socialists and the Communists seek a policy of alliance with the parties ofthe
bourgeoisie, to contain everything at
the level of bourgeol s democratic
demands. It is necessary to consider
that the development of Spain is not
subject to the economy only, it is not
correct to pose it In this way. Scientifically it is absurd to consider that
Spain is going to become alive because

from the conciliatory camp nor from
the camp of the revisionists of the
Communist and socialist parties. on
a world wide scale, the process is
going to tend to drive Spain very
rapidly towards the camp of the
revolution.
The
trade union organisations
already say that, in the first stage,
the struggle is only going to be for
democratic liberties, just as Carrillo
speaks of 'the political revolution'.
But it Is necessa:ry to discuss what
programme for Spain, what programme
to confront the crisis. The bourgeoisie, under Franco, has shown itself
Impotent .and Incapable of smashing
the Spanish masses and, at the same
time,61 developing the e.conomy of the
country.
The other sector of the
bourgeoisie, which they call liberal that's a lie, it accompanied Franco
throughout and didn't say a word - is
less powerful than the other and less
capable. Thus it needs the cover of
the Communist and Socialist parties
to contain the masses on the plane
of struggles for demands and prevent
them from re-organising the Spanish
economy. They do not have perspectives or possibilities. Moreover, even
if they had perspectives and possibilities, the duty of the proletariat is
to do what it has to do,
The Spanish regime emerged from
the death of Franco broken, divided
and disintegrated. Franco fell and it
has to allow certain freedoms. This
shows that it can't contain much
longer. Thus, why shou Id the proletariat depend on what they do and
only demand crumbs such as the free•
dom to discuss increases In wages:rhe
proletariat has to propose a programme
for the development of the economy: a
programme of nationalisations, of
workers control, of the planning of
production, of nationalisations without
compensation, at the same time as the
workers make and accompany a united
front with the bourgeoisie.
Thus,
the proletariat pushes forward the
struggle
for
complete
democratic
liberties but, at the same time, its own
programme in its own organisms: a
united front of Communist Party,
Socialist Party and trade unions, with
a programme of nationalisations with
workers control and the planning of
productionand also there is the united
front of the small and medium traders,

the programme of the Popular Union is
not a bourgeois programme.
The workers movement must discuss all these problems and not only
democratic liberties and democratic
rights.
It Is necessary to discuss
an economic programme for Spain,
what economic development is necessary. It Is necessary to intervene in
the workers movement, the trade
unions, the workers centres, the
Communist Party, the Socialist Party,
with Ideas on what programme to
organise. There must be no subjection
to the bourgeoisie, but the workers
centres have to come out with their
own programme to develop Spalp,
on agriculture, division and distribution of the land, formation of Soc la list
co-operatives, to show how production
can be increased - on the mines and
the factories. Then it is necessary
to discuss all this within the workers
camp, and also to discuss the crisis of
the world Communist movement. The
crisis of the French Communist Party
and the resistance which exists in
relation to the capitulatlonist policy
over Marxist principles, is the same
In relation to the Spanish Communist
Party. Carrillo has done the same as
the leaders of th4 French Communist
Party who pose that It is necessary
to abandon the conception of the
dictatorship
of
the
proletariat,
Although, in some aspects, Carrillo
Is at a higher level because he poses
that the perspective is Socialism and
that it is necessary to nationalise
everything, he poses this for afterwards and remains subject to what the
bourgeoisie do.
There
Is no perspective, nor
reason for the proletariat to be dependent on the actions of the bourgeoisie.
The proletariat has to have its own
class initiatives In order to demonstrate that it is more capable of
leading than the bourgeoisie. This Is
going to influence the army, the police
and students, and the petit bourgeoisie.
It is very important not to depend on
the concessions of the bourgeoisie;
the fact that it is weakening so
rapidly shows that the bourgeoisie Is
very weak and that, to save Itself, it
wants to develop the economy on the
basis that the proletariat remains
quiet.
Then it yields because it
cannot sustain an offensive of the
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proletariat. Otherwise It wouldn't do
this, It would try to distract the
proletariat by means of the Communist
and Socialist parties and the trade
unions to contain them, giving certain
democratic liberties and a certain
development of the economy.

THE BOURGEOISIE IS INCAPABLE
OF DEVELOPING THE COUNTRY
Carrillo and also the leaders of
the French and Italian Communist
parties affirm that now it is no longer
the e,poch of violence, of civil war
and of the dictatorship of the proletariat. This is fa l·se. Violence does
not come because it is an epoch of
violence but because there are antagonistic classes in which there are
material interests which the capita. lf8ts are not going to abandon.
Violence Is expressed throughout the
whole capitalist system, war, strl kes,
repression, the kl Ulng of workers in
accidents at work, the killing of
people through the adu Iteration of
food - all this is violence. It is not
that we seek violence. If this ceases
in capitalism, this means that It is
going to be possible to persuade or
prevent the bourgeoisie from utilising
It. But It Is necessary to use force
otherwise how is capitalism going to
be prevented from using violence?
It ls not the case that, by going into
the apparatus of government, of the
'democratic sector', this is going to
Impede violence. What possibilities
have the apparatus?
In Chile, the
bourgeoisie did not have the apparatus
but it had the army and the police,
and it did what it wanted.
It is
possible to go to government, but it
is necessary to disarm the apparatus
of the enemy. Then the force which
the bourgeoisie Is going to employ
is diminished in Its possibilities of
action, It is not negated but it is
dlmi nished.
On the proposals of the Communist
leaders that now it is not the epoch
of the dictatorship of the proletariat,
the polemic in the French Communist
Party Is a demonstration of the
rejection of acertaln level of Socialist
human relations, not of the planned
economy, nor of the elimination of the
principle of •to each one according
to his capacity', for the Communist
principle, •to each one according to
his needs'. Then other human rel a_;
tions are .created as the peasants of
Alentejo propose to equalise wages.
Still, we are not in the more advanced
stage and thus the dlctatorsh ip of the
proletariat is necessary to eliminate
an enemy, an antagonistic class which
is going to oppose the process through
armed force, through sabotage, In a
thousand ways. Th Is enemy has an
organised structure of scientists, of
technicians, of power, of property,
and it Is going to intervene.
Then
it Is necessary to act by force, and
what does that mean? It means using
material, military force such as the
strength of imposition of the organisms
of the population, impos~ng by number
and also by force, meaning war.
Imperialism is preparing war, it has
local wars as In Lebanon, as in Angola,
in the countries of Latin
America and Asia, and it prepares
total war.
There is nothing which shows
that capitalism can be eliminated
w.itho.ut violence.
The Communist
Party says, 'It is necessary to prevent
capitalism using arms', but this is a
desire! Concretely, where has capital ism been prevented from using
violence?
How is it going to be
By taking Its arms! Deimpeded?
priving It of power! This has to be
done and it can only be done by violence.
Very well, let us take the
pov.er and the arms from capitalism;
how? It is necessary to change the
apparatus of the state, to purge it of
the people who support capitalism,
with the ideas of private property,
otherwise how can they be eliminated?
Besides, all the strikes which are
developing show that the Communist
Party of Spain is a small party. They
show that the Socialists, the anarchists and the trade unions have
quite a lot of strength.
Besides,
the Communist Party is a party Which
lives
a backward conception of
politics.
It is absurd to pose still
in Spain that every reg Ion shou Id
have Its own party. All the problems
which there are of nationality exist
because the bourgeoisie pose thi..n.
The masses do not have these pr0,blems.
It is the wel I-to-do petit
bourgeoisie wh lch transmits this to
the heart of the middle class, and this
to the proletarl at and the peasantry,
trying to maintain the whole population submitted to regionallst senti-

ments.
But, in all these events and the civil war showed it - the
masses Intervene as a unity. Then
the problem to resolve the nationalities is that these exist more on the
periphery than in the historic depths,
and that th is can be resolved w Ith
the economic unity of the country.
Vietnam, like China, had more national
divisions than Spain. In China there
were a great number of dialects and
the people of one prov Ince did not
understand the people of another.
In Russia, before the Revolution,
it was also like this. The structure
of the Spanish Communist Party of
parties by regions is false, it ls the
typical attitude of a small party
which does not have the strength to
solve problems. Then it created this
condition with a Stalinist mentality
to gain success and to unite to the
local bourgeoisie.
The Communist
militant feels this, in any region he
feels that he is with the Catalan,
the
Basque,
the
inhabitants
of
Galicia or of Madrid.
Thus, , the
ethnic problem of which the Communist
leaders speak, of language, of traditions, are false. It's a fractioning,
a
parcel ling of the Party which
prevents the concentration of its
force and which favours the bourgeoisie because it makes the proletariat
of each region subject to its cultural
and traditional authority. But It Is
necessary to give to the proletariat
the cultural and traditional influence
of Socialist Ideas which homogenise
everything. It Is a lie that the period
of conviction Is necessary, because
the proletariat is convinced and has
the example given by 14 Workers
States and 20 Revolutionary States.

The USSR Intervened in Angola and
In Lebanon.
Syria wo.uld not have
intervened If there had not been Soviet
arms and Soviet support.
If the
Soviets had not supported them, the
Yanks would have Invaded Lebanon
by means of Israel.
But It Is che
Soviets wh lch stopped them, and
Kissinger failed in all respects in
wanting to reach an agreement so
that the Soviets would leave Angola
and Lebanon. One day before Kiss. Inger arrived in Moscow, the Palestln.ians invaded Lebanon and took .two
thirds of the territory. It has been
a very great blow to imperialism
which ls going to stimulate the struggle against Israel wh lch has also
realised
that the Soviets didn't
intervene In Lebanon In order to
withdraw,
In this relation of world forces,
this King Juan Carlos doesn't have
a point of social support.
If Spain
enters into the European Common
Market it has to compete with the
other countri.es of the European
Common Market.
To compete, It
needs two fundamental bases: a very
high productive capacity which is
the actual function Ing of the factories
to elevate production and then, In
order not to have any alteration In the
functioning and to be able to compensate tor the lower productive capacity
compared wl th all the other capitalist
countries of Europe, to use means of
repression or impos ltlon on the workers movement, so acquiring an
increase in surplus value. This can
be ach leved by increases in two
forms: a better productive capacity,
that is to say, a better technical
organisation of production; or they
increase direct exploitation which
Is the increase in the amount of work,
an Increase of production for the same
hours of work by the worker.
All
this is going to be posed in Spain.
And also the elevation of the productive apparatus, so that it ls in
the right condition to compete with
the EEC, so that Spain can develop
itself economically, to enter the EEC
and compete. One of the essential
bases of the crisis of the bourgeoisie
is this: isolated, the bourgeoisie
dies; entering into the EEC it dies
also, because it does not have the Indispensable
productive
apparatus.
And consequently, it does not have
the
competitive
capacity
which
the European and Yankee capitalists
have. The country wh lch has a very
powerful base from tourism is, In all
respects, a country which industrially
ls a very poor competitor. It is true
that there is a very important development of industry; in the steel Industry
it Is quite important, but not competitive.
Germany, France, Britain
surpass all this, and Spain is going
to be a poor Italy of the Atlantic
Med lterranean.
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did not exist before, only Incapacity-.
and
ineffectiveness and lack of
determl nation and decision to over- I:
throw Francolsm and capitalism, which
allowed Franco to exist. The res- .
ponslblllty for this lies with the
Socialist Party, the Communist Party,
the Democrats and the trade unionists.
In Its decomposition, the regime
led to the appearance of ETA .... ETA
is not a partlcu lar question, but a
question of power In Spain. These
cases of separatism do not devolve
through peculiar conditions, because
there was no movement or force or
tradition
for
this
organisation.
There was a bourgeois tradition of
I lterary, of very superficial protest.
But now there have been movements
of bombings, attacks similar to the
anarchists and the nihilists.
When
this happens, It Is because the decomposition of the regime was already
very profound.
It Is the lack of
political understanding of the Communist and Socialist leaderships,
wh lch give rise to this decomposition;
otherwise, the Socialists and Communists would attract and include
In their movements the demands of
these movements.
Part of this is
also the Communists• conception of
accepting the separation of Spain
Into different states.
It has the
responsibility for this: the Communist Party of Spain. of Catalonia, and
Euskadl. This Is absurd! This Is
the fragmented conception of the
Communist Party wh lch does not
represent or Interpret what Is happening In Spain, and neither do the
Socialists or anarchists.
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In this process the workers movement has grown a hundred times more
than the whole of Spanish industry.
The who.le of the Spanish workers
movement has developed its capacity
to think and to reason. The strikes
and mobilisations have not been
organised by the Communist Party,
They go beyond the Communist Party.
Hence, now, there is the new trade
union centre which competes with
the workers corrmlssions, and the
democratic juntas, and seek to make
an alliance with the French CFDT•.
The workers movement has grown
infinitely more in Industry and the
understanding, the intellectual developrrent of the masses, Is superior
to the development of Industry.
It Is necessary to be based on
this to consider the level of political
organisation of the masses. which is
not seen in the mobi llsatlons of the
Corrmunlsts, nor ls it given by the
image of the whole period when the
country was submitted to Francolsm.
The Basques, even In a limited form,
express a combative ardour as the
proletariat ha,s not found the means
to canalise and express It.
The
movement of the Basques Is a national
movement whose origin Is bourgeois,
but whose actions are not now bourgeol s. It Is stimulated by the workers
movement. The methods which they
employ have nothing to do with the
bourgeoisie. Th.e bourgeoisie, In this
stage of history, Is not going to form
a local nationalism or separatism by
rre ans of bombs, fights and war.
and much less, when the two leaders
who were shot expressed clearly
their Socialist conceptions.
Thus
neither the Communists, the Socialists,
the trade unions, nor the anarchists
express the will to. combat of the
Spanish masses and, as they do not
express it, they do not represent the
possibilities which now exist In
Spain.
The tlmi dlty with wh lch the king
and
the bourgeoisie advance, in
seeking a re-organ isatlon of the
economy, resu Its from the fact that
they feel the weakness of the productive apparatus of Spanish Industry,
and fear the reaction and the social
weight of t~ masses of the country.
From the economic. point of view,
from the r1tJations to the Europe,~n
capitallst
countries,
the
Spanish
economy Is one of the most backward.
But from the point of view of the
struggle of the masses, It is one of
the most advanced European countries.
It is not true when the Communists
ana the Socl.alists say that the Spanish
masses •have to learn, stlH have to
advance'. It Is not .like this. They
have a lot of understanding and gfe.at
reso lutlon, but what they don't have
Is leadersh Ip. It Is not possible to
move the masses as they want to
move them now In defence of democratic bourgeois forms and institutions.
The masses feel that they
have the capacity to go beyond them,
when, at the same time In .France
(even with all the errors), the Communist Party proposes a government
which is not a bourgeois government,
which even If It maintains the capital 1st system, is not a bourgeois
government.

THE 'POLITICAL REVOLUTION'
IS A FALSE SOLUTION GIVEN
BY THE SPANISH C.P.
All this Is not dlscussea, either
by the Communist or the Socialist
Party. But this is the living reality
which they elude.
The Communists
have, as a perspective, the •political
revolution'.
But there is no reason
to value or foresee a 'political
revolution' in the small sphere of the
capitalist system. There Is oo political revolution within the capitalist
regime.
To pass from f!rancoism
to the King Juan Carlos, and to
democratic bourgeois rights, Is not
a political revolution. They are norms
which occur, develop within the
capitalist regime, so that one does
not wait for the fall of Franco to
liberate forms, democratic bourgeois
forms and forces, and to give preeminence in the leadership of the
country to the bourgeoisie.
Why?
It Is necessary to enter into conflict
with the bourgeoisie for the leadership of the country. If the Communists and Socialists do not do this,
it is because they do not have the
programme, the policy, or the preparation to do so.

ltiatlve and a movement in the hands
of conciliatory, revisionist leaderships
In alliance with capitalism, simply
following capitalism, a whole period
of capitalism has passed wl-th the
imposslbl lity of co-ordinated movement nationally, and it ls necessary
to acquire the possibility of being
able to do this and to find the means
to do this - which Is the leadership
- a stage of democratic demands ls
thus opening.
There is a crisis
within
capitalism
which
creates
very great contradictions and the king
shows that the economy cannot be
developed in the present form, which
impedes the free functioning of the
structure of production and gives
opportunity only to groups, small In
number but large in financial capacity,
linked to imperialism, which drown
Spanish capitalism.
This Is the
conflict which exists between sectors
of capitalism, and the king seeks
alliances and agreements with the
local capitalists. He seeks how to
develop the economy and try to
contain the flowering wh lch is going
to come In Spain, to provide work,
to make the petit bourgeoisie weigh
on the proletariat, on the peasants,
to contain them.
In this way the
policy of the Communist Party Is
useful to them.
The policy of the Communist
Party Is beneficial In part to Carlos ..
as it was to Franco, because It impedes the possible solution which
cannot be found now - the struggle
for democratic demands to go towards
the solution of the Workers State.
It Is necessary to discuss In the
workers movement the struggle for
democratic demands - the right to
speak, to publish, to give ideas together with anti-capitalist, economic demands, demands for expropriation and division of the land, of
the big estates, of the Church. It Is
necessary to pose this and also to
to develop the Spanish economy,
which cannot be done by the capitalist
system either with Juan Carlos or
any other. But this can only be doRe
with the forms of the organisation of
production.
If this is done In a
capitalist form, the development is
very limited, includlog the capacity
to be able to compete In the EEC.
The masses have shown that they
are ready to go much further, and the
petlt bourgeoisie also. There are a
number of technicians who are also
affected; they are Influenced by the
development of the Workers State,
by the struggle of the masses of the
world, and see that the possibility
of development is not only in the
margin of the capitalist society.
Thus, it Is necessary to envisage the
possibility of agreements, of discussions with basic groups, with
tendencies of the Communist Party,
of the Socialist Party, of the anarchists, who can be .ready - and It is
necessary to confirm this - to push
forward a struggle, at the same tlnie
as democratic demands also demands
for
nationalisations,
for
workers
control, for the division of the land,
and to take In part the experience of
Portugal and to push a similar process
In Spain, taking Into account the
experiences already gone through
by the agricultural proletariat and
the peasants of Alentajo.
It Is
necessary to apply the experiences
of Portugal and the Influences of
Portugal In the rest of the world.
The Communist and Socialist parties
take the masses as though they are
static: in fascism the masses were
static and therefore it ls necessary
to expect that they would rebel.
But the masses rebel led all the time:
it is not true that they are smashed,
that they are not united, that they
have to mature and that the 'progressive' bourgeoisie is ready to
lead the country. It is not like this.
What is happening is that there is
no leadership.
If the masses had
been smashed, Juan Carlos would
not have succeeded Franco, the
previous regime would have continued.
When on the day following - Franco
really died about twenty or forty
days before - Franco's death, the
conditions were created to finish
with Francoism. What does this mean?
It means that the figure of Franco
was someone who did not speak,
who did not think, was without power,
and in the second place that the king
has no power either and bases himself on objective conditions which
there are - class and sectors of the
class, economic power - which thus
has military power.
When Franco
fell, all the power of Francoism fell,
and this Is because he had already
collapsed previously. And this power

The strikes in Spain, the development of the trade unions, the development of the authority of the trade
unions and the population, show that
it Is not true that the bourgeoisie has
the initiative, that 'there is the in.··-·---··------· -·--------------Page 2----

This Is not the epoch of the
•political revolution• for the capitalist
regime.
The political revolution Is
aimed at a change of leadership and
not to transform the regime.
And
Trotsky posed It for the Workers State.
But the change of the capitalists•
political leadership does not require
from capitalism any revolution; It
passes from the monarchy to the
bourgeois democratic regime without
changing the class in power. And,
besides, with the monarchy there Is a
bourgeois democratic regime.
In
Britain, the kings are Idiots; the
whole court is Idiotic. But It Is a
democratic bourgeois regime and one
of the most bourgeois democratic
regimes which exists. In this way,
to Invent the 'political revolution',
as the Spani~,h Comm1ml!J!t Par.~)'. said~
ls a justifl,catlori . to. conceal Its
Incapacity to understand that what
has to be done Is to overthro.w the
capitalist
regime, with aUiances
and the united front with sectors In
the bourgeoisie, because the bourge-'
oisle,maklng the 'political revolution',
Is not going to transform anything
at all. The same regime and the same
conditions wi II continue as .before.
And, If the bourgeoisie makes democratic bourgeois concessions, It Is
not because It Is a revolution but
because the development of Its
economy· requires these. It does not
have the strength to Impede them.
It needs to weaken the links w'hflch
Impede them. It needs to weaken the
links which oppress I~ and oblige It
to dedicate all the political attention.
the social and economic attention,
to maintain power In a small clique
of capitalist sectors which crush the
rest. Then the rest of the bourgeoisie
is the sector wh lch demand$ the
'political revolution'!
To demand
•poll ti cal revolution• wh lch does not
exist Is to return In 1976 with 14
Workers States to the Infancy of the
workers movement. It Is Incongruous.
In the capitalist reglmo, within
itself there is no political revolution.
We insist there Is no possibility of
political revolution In the capitalist
regime.
The changes wh lch exist
are not political revolutions, but
changes imposed by the relation of
forces with th.e worke_rs movement,
not by the bourgeoisie Itself. If they
change the political leadership, they
provide the democratic bourgeois
conceptions, because the)' require
them for their own development.
But this is no change, this does not
mean a stage of historic changes.
The
bour,geois
democratic
rights
wh lch
the
Communists call
the
'bourgeois revolution' can be achieved
with an alliance with sectors of the
bourgeoisie. We did not invent this
now; It was posed by Lenin in his
time, and also by Trotsky. It Is an
alliance with sectors of the bourgeolsie for democratic bourgeois demands, accompanied as we said,. In a
text in the VIII Congress of the Spanish Communist Party of 1973, with
the Independence of the workers
movement, of the Communist .Party,
of the trade unions, the struggle for
their own demands, not remaining at
the level of the b.ourgeols concession
but advancing much further and
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DEMOCRATIC LIBERTIES AND THE CLASS STRUGGLE IN SPAIN
showing the limitations of the possibl litles of conquests.
The world Communist movement
Is discussing all these problems.
It Is an important discussion, and it
Is necessary to develop it in Spain.
Then, it is necessary to discuss these
conclusions.
The conditions exist
for an alliance, for a democratic
bourgeois demands and, at the same
time, the trade unions, the Communists and the Socialists should pose
nationalisations, plann Ing of production, reform and expropriation of the
big agricultural properties, showing
that It Is possible to do infinitely
more than the bourgeoisie, who limit
the measures to production wh lch is
to limit everything within the bounds
of the bourgeois camp. The objective
of the proletariat ls not the defence
of the bourgeois democratic regime,
but to struggle for demoeratlc rights
and the organ isatlon, at the same
time, of the United Front of the
Communists, Socialists and trade
unionists, revolutionary tendencies
of the workers movement, for a Government of the Left with an antiImperialist. anti-capitalist policy.
It Is not true that the proletariat
and the peasantry do not understand.
The bourgeoisie benefits from the
struggles of the proletariat and, within
these, of the Communist workers to
gain an advantage for Itself and to
contain the demands of the masses
and the struggle to obtain the solution
of nationalisations and plann Ing of
production which are conclusions
superior to those to be obtained now,
merely with bourgeois democratic
reforms. This is a false conception
of the Communist Party which it Is
necessary to discuss and which the
Communist masses reject. For this
reason the Communist Party pose
that, at the 111oment, the proletariat
Is not In the conditions, does not
understand, and does not move. It Is
not like this: the proletariat has
undertaken heroic actions. Now all
the mobilisations wh lch they are making have Importance. It does not have
precise class objectives, because
the Communist Party. the Socialists,
give bourgeois objectives. Then the
proletariat limits the capacity for
action.• its resistance and Its decision.
One thing Is the objective of achieving an Increase in wages, and another
thing is to overthrow capitalism and to
nationalise production. If it was Ii ke
this, It would see the objective and
wou Id attract the rest of the popu talion but now. with its present tactics,
It liml ts the area~ the time and the
development of its struggles.
It
llml ts them because the perspective
Is mi sslng, they only have the demands of a sector and there their
struggle terminates.
But, if the proletariat sees that
it can nationalise and develop the
economy, then it sees that It has a
much greater level, attracts the peasantry, the petit bourgeoisie, and
unifies them behind itself. But, with
this tactic, the proletariat feels that
it is just running behind the bourgeoisie, with its 'political revolution'
Invented by the Communist Party.
All this is being discussed by the
Communist movement. They are discussing the revision of Marxism which
Is expressed in the French and
Italian Communist parties. This Is
not a mistake by Carrillo or a false
policy by the leadership of the Spanish Communist Party. It is a conception which revises Marxism and
negates It.
The French Communist
Party leaders, the Italian and Spanish
leaders, speak quite a great deal of
Marx and they don't treat him badly;
but they revise Marxism. They make
a revision of the Marxist conception
of history and of the experiences of
history.
The present stage is not different
to that of Lenin and does not require
a pollcy of adaptation, of expecting
that violence, war and .revolution are
not going to exist. It is not like this.
Hence the conclusion of the Communists
finally arrives at saying
'violence Is not now necessary in
history'.
This Is what Carrillo Is
saying. Violence Is not necessary.
And consequently, neither Is the
revolution, and the war also can be
avoided.
They understand by war
simply the result of the will of people.
The war is not the result of the
will of capitalism. The criminal wi II
of capltalJsm expresses the necessity
of war created by the relations of a
capitalist regime.
The war is not
produced because aapltallsm says, •we
wl II make the war•. If It Is convenient
to the capitalist, instead of the war
he may produce and work. Capitalism
makes war because Its regime does

not have any other way of existing.
It is an inevitable and inexorable
consequence of the existence of a
capitalist regime, as ls also the revolution. Thus the war is not a result
of the fact that there are good or bad
types, or conceptions, or measures,
so that it ls possible to impede and
deprive the capitalist from using his
forces, but It Is an inevitable consequence of the capitalist system In
which, in the middle of the most
acute crisis of the capitalist system,
the central sector decides upon war.
The capitalist system thinks as
capitalism and its mentality is criminal. Hence before launch Ing the war,
the global war, it launches little
wars by killing in the factories,
assassinating by hunger, poisoning
the food and poisoning the population.
This Is war! it Is the mentality of
capitalism which th inks about profit
and the accumulation of capital and
consequently war. Capitalist relations
are made through competition, and war
Is one of the forms of competition.
As Clausewitz said, and Lenin constantly cited him, war Is politics by
other means. Politics is the genuine
representation of the economy. War
Is the representation of politics and
this stems from the economy.
All
these problems which the Communists
don't discuss are going to emerge in
the discussion, whether In Spain,
France or the Soviet Union, because
the French, Spanish and Italian Communist leaders are making a revision
of the Marxist conception of history,
a revision of the concepts of the class
struggle, changed by the conception
of the will of people. These leaderships are revising at the same time
the basis of Marxism, changing them
for a base of interpretation and adaptation to the capitalist regime. This
is going to push forward conclusions
In the workers movement.
It Is a
discussion which Is going to acquire
a world level, not only Spanish, on
the methods: dictatorship of the proletariat, class conciliation, stages
In the class struggle, alliances and
the seeking of alliances of the workers movement for the anti-capitalist
struggle, the function of the trade
unions and the Party, the alliance
of the proletariat with sectors of the
bourgeoisie for democratic objectives,
so that it is possible to obtain the
llmi ted ob Jectives which these set
but, at the same time, accompanied by
the programme and objecUves, the
anti-capitalist objectives of the
proletariat.

AN ANTI-CAPITALIST PROGRAMME
IS NECESSARY.
In Spain It Is necessary now
to draw up an anti-capitalist programme, together with a programme of
democratic bourgeois demands or an
alliance, an agreement with the
bourgeoisie for democratic bourgeois
demands, to make a programme of
demands, • of class conquests, of
nationalisations, agrarian revolution,
and of progress in the intervention
of the workers movement. It is not a
policy to achieve tomorrow or Immediately.
It is a programme over a
short stage based on the situation in
Spain and in the world, on the wl II
to combat of the Spanish masses, the
students who accompany them, the
peasants, and also an Important wing
of the army and the police, who will
accompany or will support or will
stimulate the Intervention in the
struggle to change the capitalist
economic structure of Spain. These
are the perspectives.
The Spanish
bourgeoisie has to seek a democratic
opening (although they can cut it
short), to be able to develop the
economy. otherwise they collapse.
They have to develop a certain freedom and, in order not to dedicate
themselves to repression which only
a top sector uses, because the rest
of the bourgeoisie wants this opening,
which is expressed by the review
'Cambio 16' and the daily newspaper
'YA'.
In this process, the programme of
nationalisations is necessary, the
planning of production and, instead
of entering the European Common
Market, entering a Socialist Europe.
We propose a Socialist Europe. The
Communists accept this perspective
but elude It on the question of when.
We propose a Socialist Europe now,
not the European Common Market.
Imperialism is going to intervene
and the Soviets also, as can be seen
by the example of Angola and Portugal. The Soviets are going to intervene wherever they can put themselves
to create a base, to stimulate res is-
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tance to Imperialism and to organise
the struggle with imperialism. Yes,
they are going to intervene anywhere
whatever their llmitatloRs, but they
are going to do It because It forms
part of the! r political strategy of
wl nn Ing bases In preparation for the
war, or to Impede it. The Soviets
cannot impede the war, although
they believe they can do so; but they
are trying to win relations of world
forces to weigh.
Every economic
opening of Spain which the bourgeoisie Is going to make has a direction
for wh lch there is no substitute,
either by Yankee Imperialism, European capitalism, or the Japanese.
All this is very small: Yankee Imperialism, Japan, capitalist Germany.
France Britain and nothing more.
countries which in their turn have a
profound crisis. And Spanish capitalism has to compete with these.
in their turn, world capltallsm has
an Interest In maintaining Spain within
the bourgeois camp. The capitalist
aconomy is not In a condition to hold
Spain, nor even help with loans,
because a loan means to impose what
to produce, to whom to sell, with
whom to compete, I.e. It wants guarantees.
It Is th.e same in Portugal
where capitalism is looking at what
Is happening, doesn't see anything
certain and doesn't send money: It
sees Melo Antunes, who makes a
trip to the Workers State. Thus, all
this is going to mean a very acute
struggle in Spain which the bourgeoisie is not going to be able to
contain.
There Is a whole fascist apparatus
wh lch is going to intervene undoubtedly. But, in Italy, there was also a
fascist apparatus and It Is necessary
to recall that Italy went from fascism
to the present process. It l.s not the
same situation, undoubtedly fascism
in ltal.y lost the war, but In Spain
without losing the war Franco was
liquidated by history - which is the
class struggle In the rest of the
world and the Workers States. Then
it is necessary to see as a perspective
that the Workers States are going to
intervene, and to expect also that the
'ultras' (as they call them) are going
to want to intervene and to massacre;
but the perspectives of the world are
all favourable to the Impulse of Spain
to get rid of fascism, and it Is the
masses which have to do this and not
the bourgeoisie.
Hence the bourgeoisie wants to
reach a peaceful agreement, a smooth
settlement, not to allow the intervention of the masses, nor the Communist Party nor the Socialists, but to
rely on them to contain the masses.
Hence the agreement with Juan Carlos
Is delayed, because they realise that
any opening of the free democratic
process Is going to lead immediately
to a leap forward by the masses.
Hence one cannot wait for the bourgeois democratic process in the hands
of the bourgeoisie.
·
The Spanish working class has
a great tradition of struggle. On the
development of the struggles is a
fact, a great number of Spaniards
who are In other countries and are
going to return.
The Portuguese
returned after 25th of April, but only
relatively few.
Many are going to
return to Spain because they have a
tradition of struggle. In the majority
they escaped because of the civil
war arid they hope to return, whereas
the Portuguese emigrated In general
for better work.
The Portuguese
refugees we re few, but there are
many Spanish political refugees who
are enthusiastic to return.
Capitalism Is going to try to use
In depth and stimulate the policy of
retreat of the Communist Party, the
changes wh lch th is party Is making,
and the reform! sm wh lch it Is developing. It Is going to stimulate this
In depth, it is going to create conditions · so that the Communist Party
ml ght be useful to the bourgeoisie.
But the Communist l>ais& rs not going
to accept this. Then It is necessary
to expect struggle in the Communist
Party. In a somewhat concealed form
there Is already a struggle of the base
which rejects the revisionist policy
of the leadership. But, at the same
time, it Is necessary to consider that
we are In the beginning of a stage.
These mobilisations wh lch exist in
Spain, even if they have importance
which Is not fundamental because they
do not mobilise a great number of
people.
There have been and are
moblllsatlons since the death of
Franco, but there are not all that
many.
They serve to show to the
vanguard, to the workers, the petlt
bourgeoisie and the peasants, that
Page

they can find an agreement for a
united front of the class. combining
It wl th a front of the bourgeois! e,
but without remaining there. These
mobilisations do not have a general
character which can shake and pull
down the regime, but they indicate a
very great corri>atlve will.
It Is
necessary to expect that the students
wi II Intervene and, above all, that the
proletariat wl II be incorporated much
more profoundly In Asturias, Catalonia and Eskadl.
The class senses and understands
but it requires time to be able to
put Itself In agreement with its own
forces. Neither the Communist Party,
nor the Socialists, nor the left Catholics, have been leaderships which
have mobilised and united the masses.
Then it Is necessary to allow time.
The masses are not going to mobilise
In a week or a month after the death
of Franco. It requires time, conditions
which are what the government is trying to contain, trying on the other
hand to compromise the Communists
and the Socialists In the field of a
This is
merely democratic policy.
going to clash with the necessities of
the masses and conflict withobJectlve
conditions which are going to Impel
the masses to go much further. The
masses are going to discuss also the
revisionism of the Communist Party
and of the Socialist Party but, above
all, of the Communist Party.
It Is necessary to see this process
on a world scale, not to see only
Spain but the world.
To see also
the revisionism of the Communists of
France, Italy and Spain, and the
Soviet rejection of this revisionism.
It Is a rejection which has bureaucratic origins, of the bureaucartlc
Interest of the Soviets, but which Is
In agreement with the contradictory
character of the Workers State. This
bureaucratic Interest coincides more
with the historic necessity of the
Workers State, than with the bureaucratic desire of the leadership because the Workers State, or rather
the bureaucracy. continues to be
contradictory because It bases Itself
on a contradictory power.

It is necessary to make a front
with the bourgeoisie· for de•nocratlc
demands and, in the course of the
struggle Itself, the proletariat has to
make a movement Independent of the
bourgeoisie and, wh I le supporting It,
without subjecting Itself to any
of the achievements d the United
Front of the bourgeois parties. It Is
a policy of a Front which has been
made and can be repeated.
The
Comnunlst Party has done this, but
It has submitted Itself to the United
Front with the bourgeoisie and then
the forces which lead and decide
politically are the bourgeoisie! But,
if the bourgeoisie accepts the United
Front with the proletariat, it Is
because it has no solution. It wants
a contact with the proletariat to try
to contain it, otherwise the contradictions internally are explosive.
They are obliged to make the Front,
hoping to prevent the proletariat
.from gaining advantage.

THE YANKEE BASES ARE AGAINST
THE
SPANISH
PROLETARIAT.
Imperialism needs Spain as a
base and, for this reason, they have
made new agreements which shows
what imperialism Is aiming at. At the
same time, the Spanish masses are
expecting to re-organise themselves.
It is necessary to await another
stage.
There is a sector in the
bourgeoisie that now wants to negotiate with the Soviets, with the Workers States.
Hence, the Minister
said that they wanted to negotiate
with everyone, Including the 'countries of the east". not only with the
USSR but with all of them. This is
to calm the weight of the petit bourgeoisie which has quite a lot of weight
in nationalised property. which is
weighing and has an interest In
negotiating with the Soviets and the
other Workers States.
The agreement over the Yankee
bases is going to give the Spanish
bourgeoisie a profit of $1,000 million
a year. It Is money which comes in,

t:>ut not Into production. At the same
time, the agreemen.t speaks of withdrawing atomic weapons. This Is a
lie.
They can show themselves
pulling out one lot. and then they
leave all the rest. What Is Important
is that the Yanks, with these bases,
are controlling and making an additional army, added to that of the
Spanish th ems elves, to confront the
masses.
The bourgeoisie seeks Its guarantees with imperialism and, to contain
the workers, It seeks guarantees with
the Soclall&ts, the Communists and
the trade unions. Them, It is necessary to give the programme of the
working class, which responds to the
posslblllty, to the necessity which
exists, of developing the economy
and political and social freedom,
completely superior to anything the
bourgeoisie wants to do. The bourgeoisie wants to give crumbs to contain
the process, and meanwhile It makes
the agreement with the Yanks. The
suicidal policy of the Socialists and
Comnunlsts facilitates the oontainlng
of the masses, submitting eve·rything
to a series of demands for democratic
liberties. It Is possible to achieve
a thousand times more than thatl
It Is necessary to develop within
the programme of the United Front
of Communists/Socialists/Anarchists/
trade
union lsts/Posadlsts/Trotskylsts/ an
anti-lmperlatlst, antlcapitallst programme as an Immediate
perspective, not- for a long time to
come, but immediately~
We struggle
for a United Front with the bourgeois
parties also for democratic liberties,
wh lie we, independ.!)ntly, with the
Communist, Socialist parties and
trade unions, struggle for the programme, In an Independent form from
the bourgeoisie.
If the bourgeoisie
accepts the United Front, It Is
because· it does hot have any strength
and we accept the front with It, because still the workers movement Is
not organised sufficiently.

The working class Is mature but
what It does not have Is a Party~
It sees Its leaderships retreating
from the class strugglf, which Is
violence. Violence does not mean
just to coma out shooting, but to be
ready to otlllse all the mean.s to
overthrow capitalism, to make tbe
programme of nationalisations and
planning, considering that the bourge.;.
olsie Is going to oppose· and oppose
by force.
Then It is necessary to
organ lse so that the proletariat does
not wait with the Idea that the bourveolsle Is going to yield, because
afterwards It Is going to be disappointed and disorganised. But it has to
expect that the bourgeoisie Is going
to oppose and It has to be prepared to
confront It. Then, it means authority
In front of the petlt bourgeoisie. anjl
peasantry, because they see that It
Is capable, that It Is a •realist' class
as they put It, wh lch gives a· perspective. It shows that It Is capable
of foresight. Meanwh-lle, the United
Front is formild for democratic liberties, but this can be made with an•
Independent policy.
There Is no
contradiction.

The working class ean tor a period,
not Immediately but In a period of time
now opening up, show a perspective
in a short stage for a solution of
nationalisations, planning of production, workers control, and a Workers
and Peasant .Government.
This Is
the perspective In a short stage.
The failure of fascism shows. this.
If fascism had triumphed, the Spanish
government would not now be
retreating.
They are doing this to
try and sustain the capitalist regime,
but show that they have no strength.
They resort to the Yanks, because
the Yankee bases are not only against
the Soviets, but are against the
Spanish masses also.
We appeal to all the CommunlsV
Socialist/Anarchist and trade union
vanguard without a Party, to dis.cuss
all this.
J. POSADAS

23rd January, 1976.
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st:~te~. To increase government spending does not solve any problems
. tor the masses .either. ·1ncieed, government spendin.g is increasing but on•armaments• on Concord. Chrysler and British Leyland. The La·~bOiir government has spent something like £4,000 millions in the last
•'tWe>' yeafs ori subsudie$ to industry, and the result has been a rise in
•unefrlp/Oyihetit and lowering of the living standards of the mass of the
population. Equally, 'reflation' would mean a certain increase in produr.;tion, but capitalism Produces for profit not for social neect, and to
stimulate the capitalist economy is useless if it means more Concords,
or more cars to crowd the roads and pollute the atmosphere.

a

NATIONALISATIONS. ANCtPLANNING ARE NECESSARY.
. The LabO~r 'aflci tr~J{un16n left has to grasp the tact that the problel}I ,is nqt t~~ ~d mana,gement ot capitalism in one sector of another,
nor is, it the bad intentions of sQme bQsses; the problem is the system
itself. The working class understand this by its nature, its class
·fnstitn;t, and this is why it cannot be mobilised by 'half-measqres' and
prqposals to 'run the capitalist system better than the capitalists'. The
•f3f.itish We>rklnfl cla$$ reacts in the same way as the Spanish working
"class•. As .comrade Po,aiia~ analyses in 'Democratic liberties and the
class struggle in Spain' ~.which we publish in this issue of 'Red Flag'
· ".'"' ·the Spa11ish pr,oletariat does not mobilise its full strength because it
.does· no.t s~ a iead.ersbip,.or programme which. allows it to intervene fuJly
to lead and1attract other sectors of the population. If the Labour left is
to advance towards the imposition of Socialist measures, it has to find
(ts bas;s of support in the working class, and it cannot do that without
· the•aoti".'"'Capitalist programme. There is an obvious necessity to plan
the economy to produce for the necessity of the population. Factories
w#Uch produce socially useless articles like cars and the Concord have
to be re.:...tooltH:I; re.:i.:organised, to produce necessities. It is not possible
to'pla6·the econodl'Y'wltho:ufljontrolling it, and this means to nationalise.
, ltJs' nf!c/issar{to: hati()ij~fise all major industry, the financial centres
.:... 'the banks W,d lnsuranc~ companies ..,... and the land, under
workers
cpdtr,of aiiit,
compensation, and to plan .the economy on this
b<isis. ·

without

Capitalism does not face a 'local problem. On the contrary, it is
'$,llffeifiig .a. to(a/. worltl tr,isis from which there is no escape. So long as
.(b,,,f,~ur ,a,id. trad;,<:,u,g~oflJeft confine themselves to .the .boundaries
pf tflis cqun;tryH(h.ey un(fersta,nd nothing. The development of capitalism
~m:I. l111P.eria,lism (leter1J1ineff, the world structure of the economy.
The
.Jett hastfo,enter the world process and, above all, it has to participate
In the developments, ·ill thee discussion in the world workers movement.
The discussfan in the: world Communist movement an the question of the
dictatorship ot the proletariat is fundamental. It is a discussion which
"°'ses .that to advance to Socialism means to nationalise the economy
·a,,(~fiat this is the dictatorship of the proletariat, since the bourgeoisie
fs ~t goiQg,Jo ,l!t!r f!XProPi'iated voluntarily. To propose the. nationalisatloi1. !Jf..the :ieomfl'Bn~i'1!( hffjilhts of the economy' is to propose the dic.ta,t0rship o.,f,tl,.e .Pl'.9/etariat. .,This means the Workers .State. and the fact
that the leader$hip of the• Soviet Union and the other Workers States
defend· the ·ptmipective 'of the· dictatorship ot .the proletariat against the
ltiftderslfips'' of' 'Some •of 'the' 'Communi$t parties. ·results from
the
existehce anil the· experience of the construction of the Workers States.
"!#~'·Ur;,aucracy of· fhe W't>rkers . States has not disappeared and the
i/ictat~rs,hlp
the proletariat does not exist fully in the Workers States
but· th.ls, discuss.ion. is a. P@lude to the end of the bureaucracY. to the
exl$tence :o#.: the dictatorship of the proletariat in the Workers States.
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r~a!l:tr, 1 ;~:~th~t tber.e.Js. no middle road, no way of pe~uading the
bo11:rgeoisi1:; to. $.qritlJd.er~; :,llietnam, Angola, the Soviet Union, Cuba
'1'd China.au represent l1vi11g proofs of this fact. This is Marxism in
a concrete,. material form1 and: the Labour and trade union left in this
countf}i have to base themselves on Marxism in both the material form
~· the· Workers. States - and theoretically. It has to be seen that this
disc0$sion.
·not confined to the world Communist movement but it
J'~~(ll9ps
the world Soc'ial;st movement itself. The French Socialist
r:"ibf,,~ca,u~~;ofJ'1~0 org~i,~; link it has with the Communist move111ent
~n' the eopu.(ar:.Un.lon, is;involved in this discussion. Thus, Mitterand
-:and a whole tendency.in the French Socialist Party - is sayiqg 'no'
to tlie proposa/5 ot Marchai.s (secretary of. the French Communist Party)
for a 'Popular Front': ot•t'he French people - which means to submit
the workers movement fo tlie bOurgeoisie. Mitterand, in· tact, defends
the Popular Union and the programme of nationalisations which would
mean~. it applied, .in rea./ity the dictatorship of the· proletariat in France.
this, the $ocialist. P.arty reflects the attitude ot the proletariat at
the· base. ot the Commanis.t Party. We are not uncritical of Mitterand
in all. this, lmt: his evolution does serve to show how this discussion
develops .in, the whole. ofcfhe workers. movement. It
part of the world
crisis of all'the "B.pparaftlses"of the workers movement. The left in this
countrycannbt"standoutsidethis
process.
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INTERVENE IN THE ()ISCUSSION IN THE WORLD WORKERS MOVE-

i4E.NT. .

.. .

. , At,

th' ·SatJJ.e time, it has.. to be recognised that to isolate oneself
frOJ!I this., wot.Id process: is. to be deprived of the full strength which
comes from a wor/d, balance of forces which is against imperialism
am/. favourable to the ad'ifance of Socialism. If is to be deprived of the
strength 'whicli'comes ·fioitrthe victory ot the masses in Vietnam, in
Angola, in Port1igal ancfEllliopia. The left has ro take account of the
factthat it suffered a defeat at the time of the referendum because it
contained itself within the boundaries of this country. We propsse to
the l;..abOtlr and trade union left that they. enter th~s discussion in the
world workers movement immediately, using .whatever links that exist,
~rticularly the. tf111de unio~s. It means, once again, to throw oft the
~ett~r~ ,,·~f}fle /}~(g!¥'.i~ ~.tructure of the. Labour Party, not .to break
tfom'::1t:Jbik i~lbe tri;e'ftl"an 'apparatus which serves the interest of the
bOur9fM>i§.hi: ll.l'.fi~qla,t(tni lfW,J3ritish proletariat .from the world process.
Mar~i,~tf! i$,·'.t1Ji()Y~~~ot 1'tfl.ou!lht 'wliich allows a consciO.us, scientific: inte,rp1:etation ot the· objective course o# .the class struggle. The
logil: :;()t th'e class struggle is that one class imposes itself over another
- th'ti're. ls no agreement between them. In a very real sense, the measures of Healey are the bourgeoisie imposing· itself on the'working
class..:;:. ''1A.O\iff;sf'$f''"MJCIJ \~asQies means to in1Po.se anti-capitalist
~t¥#r.,~#~,:z1i,~.P,.~s,,ar~;#~ere. ·It we fake the case of th~. Rail Unions
·protes'ting against higher ·tares: this is just~ but how to
wltlch·:aie
oppose them? Well, the fa,rf}S are collected by t/]e workers and nothing
exists to prevent the uli'ltJnif'ieaderships· from organising not
collect

now

to

The victory of the MPLA In Angola
and the Intervention In support of the
· revolutionary masses by the Soviet
and Cuban Workers States are not
simply African events. On the contrary they are events of world slgnlficance and effect.
In their depth
they represent a concrete organic
fink between the two fundamental
forces for the progress of humanity:
the Workers States and the world
masses. The most obvious effect of
these events is to put the continuation
of the colonialist regimes In Rhodesia,
South Africa and Namibia Into question
and this means, also, the end of the
last remnants of British Imperialism.
In Its turn, this means that the
events in Angola have an lmmed late
repercussion in this country, in the
Labou" government a:id In the Labour
Party.
The fact that the National
Executlve Committee (NEC) of the
Labour Party has questioned the
attitude of the government towards
Namibia, and has proposed support
to the South West African Peoples
Organisation
(SWAPO),
which
Is
leading an armed struggle, means
that the question of what policy is
to be adopted with regard to Southern
Africa is being raised In the Labour
Party.
It is Cl.e.ar that the attempts of the
Labour government to find a •solution'
in Rhodesia _ which means to connive with the settler regime of Smith
,.. has to be denounced. It Is •>bscene
that people like Callaghan, who has
done nothing about the Smlth reg I me
in Rhodesia, now sends Lord Greenhill for discussions. This Is sufficient
proof that what moves the right wing
of the Labour Party and the
bourgeoisie - Is not the 'freedom'
and 'Independence' of the majority
in Rhodesia but the maintenance of
the system of private property, of the
Investment of British imperialism.
·Angola shows that the nationalist
movements now take a Socialist
direction, and Independence Is quickly
followed by nationalisations and the
expropriation of Imperialist property.
There has to be an Immediate denunciation· of these manoeuvres with
Smith and a demand for full support
to those organisations which represent
the majority In Rhodesia, full support
for the armed struggle of the Rhodesian
masses. At the same time, the proposal of tbe 'Tribune' left for immediate •majority rule' has to be rejected.
What does It mean anyway? The depth
of the question Is not for elections or
universal suffrage in. Rhodesia (or
anywhere else for that matter). The
question is who owns the means of
prod uctlon. Th Is Is central because
there is no democracy unless the
d.eclslve factor In society the
economy - Is In the .hands of the

masses. Thus, If we are to talk of
majority rule It has to be on the basis
of the nationalisation of the mines,
the land and banks, under workers
r:ontrol and without compensation.
'Majority rule' Is worse than meaningless without It. Anyway, there Is no
perspective of the 'settler' regime
of Smith giving 'majority rule', no
P•)rspective at all of setting up a
black bourgeois regime which will
act as agents for British imperialism.
It Is sufficient to look at Amin In
Uganda to see that the creation of
black bourgeois regimes In Africa ls
simply not on. It has to be seen also
that, even if this were possible, It
does not serve the African masses to
change the colour of the faces of
those who exploit them.
It Is
What is to be done then?
necessary for the Labour Party and
the trade unions to give full support
to the armed struggle which Is developing and, at the same time, to put
themselves
In alliance with the
Workers States.
It is to be stated
quite clearly that there is no middle
road.
lmperlallsm - using UNJTA
and the FNLA In ~mgola - tried to
give an Impression of a middle road
and all this has now collapsed.
There are only two sides. Imperialism
and Its allies, and the Workers States
in alliance with the revolutionary
masses. All else is Illusion and the
Labour and trade union left has to
make up Its mind to this. And not
because we say so, but because these
events In Africa are an objective
factor in the development of the class
and revolutionary struggle In this
country.

ern Africa on the order of the day.
All the masses of Rhodesia, Namibia,
and South Africa are being stimulated
by the victory of the MPLA, by the
end of Portuguese colonialism and,
above all, by the fact that they are
guaranteed the direct support of the,
Workers States. The fact Is confirmed
by the statement of the Cuban government that Cuba wi II support the people
of Namibia in their fight for independence from South Africa and would do
'whatever must be done' to support
the Nami bl ans. This Is not said, we.
may be sure, without the full agreement of the Soviets. Since there Is
no possibility of transitional black
bourgeois regimes in these countries,
then the process will go immediately
to expropriations of imperialist property, and this means another twist
to the total crtsls .of British capitalism.
The support for SW.APO by
the Labour Party NEC Is correct, but
it has to be seen in the context of a
struggle wh lch is opening In s outhern
Africa for the end of imperialism and
capitalism, and for the construction of
Socialism. The Labour Party has to
give Its support fully, therefore, on the
basis of a perspective of a United
Socialist States of Southern Africa,
including Namibia, Rhodesia, South
M
A
G
Africa,
ozamblque,
ngola,
uinea
Bissau, Zambia, and extending to
Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania and Zaire.
The Workers States will continue
their intervention and it Is necessary
for the Labour Party to discuss with·
them a common programme of support
for the masses of Southern Africa.

All this is not a question of
solidarity wlth the African masses in
abstract. In its depth, it Is a question
The same is true of Namibia and
of British imperialism. If the L.abour
the Union of South Africa Itself. The
Party Is to go beyond simple abstract
resolution of the NEC on Namibia
declarations of solidarity, it has to
underlines how the Labour government
challenge directly British imperialism,
has continued the Imperialist function
and this, in its turn, means that It has
of Britain. In Namibia, for example,
to free Itself from the attitude of
the number of concessions for the
respect for the structure pf Brftlsh
exploitation of minerals by British
imperialism which still pervades the
imperialism has risen from 36 In 1963
Labour Party. The acceptance of the
to 569 in 1974. British Imperialism
House of Lords, the monarchy and the
controls about 25% of the trade of
rest of the symbolism of British
Namibia and this is growing, particuimperialism is an expression of tti'ls.
larly with the development of the
We have to be quite clear that accepexploitation of uranium.
In South
tance of the symbols mei>.ns also to
Africa. Itself, the extent of the Investaccept the reality which lies beneath•
ment and exploitation by British
It ls not. possible to envisage natioSteel,
British
Leyland,
Barclays
nalisations anci Socialism in Britain
Bank (which Is now under attack by
- which the Labour Party constitution
the Vhurch of England on the subject),
and those of the trade unions do and many other companies. It Is an
without a pr0gramme for the destruction
Investment wh lch means the exploiof British Imperialism. Socialism in
tation of the African masses, and this
this country cannot be built on the
is underlined by the appeal of black
exploitation of the masses elsewhere,
African trade unionists In British
even if lt is done under the. facade of
Leyland In South Africa for support
bourgeois democracy.
It has to. be
from the TUC.
made clear that the only dHference
Angola puts the end of these
between the 90% of the African popucolonies and semi-colonies in Southlation in Rhodesia, who are controlled
by the other 10%, and the masses In
the fare increase. In this way the masses who use the service are
this country is the facade of bourgeois
M>n to the struggle of the workers. It would be a measure of workers
democracy. In the fundamental aspect
control in a nationalised industry which would provide a basis to adof society - the economy - neither
the Rhodesian or ·British masses ·
vance towards workers control in all the nationalised industries. Nahave control at this moment. Demotionalisation is no advance unless it is in the service of the mass ot
cracy Is a concrete thing and there is
the population. There is now a necessity to propose measures like
no democracy without the common
this in the social services, in the hospitals, the schools, in hoBsing.
ownership of the means of production.
The trade union and Labour Party left· have to develop a programme of
As Portugal has shown us, the
workers control in all these areas, and to link themselves with the
greatest aid that can be given to the
masses which use these services. It is possible to begin to take them
colonial masses by the masses of the
metropolitan countries, is the overout of the hands of the bour,geoisie and their allies. What is necessary
throw of capitalism. It is the revoluis the will, and the will comes from an understanding of the process.
tion of April 1974 in Portugal which
At the same time it is necessary to develop the organisms which allow
ensured the end of colonialism In
the workers and the mass of the population to intervene and control.
Angola, Mozambique and Guinea BisCommittees of health workers and patients in the hospitals, tenants in
sau.
The adoption of ·an anti housing, workers, teachers and students in the schools, are all examples
imperialist programme by the Labour
of this.
Party and trade union left Is, ·then,
an essential step ih the development
With regard to Tomney in Hammersmith and Prentice in Newham
of a full anti-capital 1st programme
the right has suffered a defeat and no doubt others will foll&W, but
based firmly on the demand for the
such measures are below the necessity of the objective process benationalisation of major Industry,
cause they are contained with the bourgeois structure and apparatus
the banks and insurance companies
of the Labour Party. The right rests on this structure and apparatus,
and the land, under workers· control
it is all that it has left. Therefore, we propose to the Labour and trade
and wl thout compensation. However,
the anti-Imperialist e.lements are
union left that they tree themselves from the apparatus, that they
essential - and Ireland has to be
organise a series of meetings and develop a perma11ent discussion on
included - both for its immediate
the basis of the factories and workers areas, on the anti-capitalist
material consequences and for the
programme containing such demands as A~L:L WAGES TO RISE WITH THE
development
of thougl'.lt, for the
COST OF LIVING, RENTS LIMITED TO NO MORE THAN 10% OF THE
freeing of the Labour Party and trade
WORKERS WAGE, ALL UNOCCUPIED AND LUXURY PROPERTY,
unions from the attitude of r-espect
ROYAL PALACES ETC. TO BE EXPROPRIATED TO EASE THE
for British imperialism. We propose
HOUSING SHORTAGE, THE NATIONALISATION OF THE LAND AND
to the militants of the Labour Party
and trade unions, to the shop stewards
THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY, NO WORKER TO BE SACKED,
committees, to the Communist comWORK SHARING WITHOUT LOSS OF PAY. ALL FACTORY BOOKS TO
rades, to all the left, that they
BE OPEN TO THE WORKERS COMMITTEES, ALL FACTORIES ABOUT
develop a campaign of support for
TO BE CLOSED TO BE OCCUPIED AND RUN UNDER WORKERS
the struggle, the armed struggle of
CONTROL PENDING NATIONALISATION BY THE LABOUR GOVERNthe masses of Southern Africa.
In
MENT, THE NATIONALISATION OF MAJOR INDUSTRY, BANKS AND addition, we propose that they draw
all the strength and encouragement
INSURANCE COMPANIES UNDER WORKERS CONTROL AND WITHOUT
that there is from the defeat of ImperiCOMPENSATION. In this way the left can begin a process of breaking
alism in Angola by the oomblned
with the bourgeois structure of the Labour Party and replacing it with
a structure which is based on the organisms of the working class. forces of the African masses and the
Workers States for the struggle to
This is how to advance to the removal of the bourgeois Healey/Wilson
overthrow British Imperialism In Its
clique from the Labour Party and the creation ot a GOVERNMENT OF
heartland, which means capltaflsm
THE LEFT with an anti-capitalist programme.
29.2.1976
in this country.
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---··epoch of Marx to today, there are-to achieve discussions of a verychanges - not in principle but in
elevated theoretical level, as th.ey
forces. As a change of relation of
are doing now. Even if, in a coi:i.forces and not of principle, there is
ceal.ed way, the Soviets have to
Social ism - instead of creating the
the army of Ethiopia which is won
make a series of prpposals which
integration of the world Communist
by the revolution, because the relathey don't do by chance, but they
and Socialist movement, qreates the
tion of world forces and world
are aimed to try to influence the
disintegration of the right and the
influence is absolutely favourable
Corrmunist movement and the world
to Social ism.
The Bishops of
workers movement. It is necessary
necessity for changes.
It creates
a disintegration which isn't very
Brazi I take a position whose histo take into account that, in the
toric root is not to sustain the
principle countries of Europe outsi.de
important of small sectors, of parties,
but this is nominal.
It is not a
Church, but they sense that for the
of Italy and France, the Communist
Church, to continue living, it has to
parties aren't strong. The Socialists
historic current.
accommodate to Socialism.
It is
h.ave strength and Germany 'and
All this is expressed at the same
not a historic manoeuvre to conceal
Britain are important and have
time in the Socialist movement.
or lie, but it is a question that to
decisive weight in history. We are
Tendencies in the Socialist moveinfluencing these coantries quite a
be able to survive they have to
ment advance towards the necessity
adapt to the process of history.
lot, that is to say with a small
and the understanding that 'social
This allows the Communists their
nucleus, with limited economic means
transformation is necessary through
present reformist policy. But it is
and we are ca(rying out a gigantic
violence, there is no other way'.
a revolutionary reformist policy betask. If we increase our theoretical
There is a necessity for total changes
cause inevitably it has to go against
and political capacity, the intellecto be able to advance, otherwise
capitalism. Then it has to feel what
tual life, intellectual experience,
history cannot advance. The econoMarx proposed, the pre-occupation
intellectual order and discipline, a
my cannot advance, unemployment
of Marx tor the leaps of history.
more active intellectual contribution,
cannot be resolved except through
Now there are more frequent, more
the intervention and the weight will
nationalisations. These are all the
dynamic, more united leaps. In the
be more profound; and it is all going
elements which flourish in the very
epoch of Marx, even of Lenin and
towards this.
This experience of
limited definition of the process.
Trotsky, the leaps of history were
Portugal is one of the most beautiful.
The depth of the crisis is hidden
events.
Now the leaps of history
It is an expression of all we have
and the character of the total crisis
stop being events.
Now there are
expressed and seen, and in that the
of the capitalist system is concealed•
constant leaps in progress, progress,
forces of the revolution are winning,
The leaderships of the Communist
progress; for example, Ethiopia.
like Carvalho who made the expefiparties are stunned in front of the
That was a feudal oountry in which
ence with the nine and now confronts
process and do not know what to do.
the dogs ate more than peop!e, but
the nine. It was logical: a leadership
In that there is the declaration of
now people give food to the dog but
was missing and now a leadership is
Carri I lo,
'We
want
a
pluralist
they also eat. It is notable, as was
being constructed. It doesn't mean
Socialism'. This is not the declaracorrmented on by the journalist in
that
this
is advancing without
tion of a reformist, but of a comrade
'Le Monde', they treat dogs well
obstacle, without difficulties and
who does not know what to do in front
but also people! Before it was not
without retreats.
There are going
of a process of history. He does not
like this. The Negus gave food to
to be difficulties, obstacles and
know what to do and feels intimithe dogs and people died of hunger.
retreats and blows. But it is evident
dated.
that one of the more logical experiThis process by leap!" is the
ences is that there is a lack of a
We have to understand this proprocess in which we are participating;
leadership, and that the leadership
cess, to understand and see, within
and we also prepare for a process by
the Workers States and outside the
is being constructed.
leaps. Leaps mean that the process
It is clear that the revolution in
Workers States, the, current and, in
accumulates and concentrates, and
Latin America is nor determined by
the conflicts of the Workers State,
we are ·preparing for leaps. We are
ttre Communist parties now by Cuba
in the polemic dispute of China and
preparing to live in. a much more
One conclusion of the weakness of
the USSR, Rumania, Yugoslavia,
Culture is
profound cultural form.
the Communist parties is that Cuba
Albania, with the other Workers
not to know everything, but to
does not influence as an organism.
States. The objective necessity of
prepare in an adequate form to
Organically it does not influence in
the progress of the economy, or the
achieve our objective with the time
Latin America.
It influences from
social struggles pushes them to
we have for this task, because the
the objective fact of actually existing
unification, not to disintegration.,
leaps which are going to occur are
and to that extent it is organ le. It
The conditions develop for unificagoing to be i;iery concentrated.
It influences as a Workers State
tion.
But there i·s no leadership
but not as a Party. On the other
which has the theoretical, Marxist
Already the leaps that are taking
hand, we foresee and we must have,
understanding and the practical
place are objectively very concena much greater influence.
experience.
Th is experience does
trated, and they are going to be
For this process we base ourmuch more concentrated; that is to
not come from the Soviet Union
selves
on the fact that Socialism
say that they are going to bring
because
the
burea,ucracy
itself
cannot
be
constructed
without
comes from Stalin.
Now it wants
together a greater proportion of
Marxism and cannot function without
to be the father of the world Commuelements of progress.
One of the
the Party, the Party cannot function
nist
movement,
and
the
world
enormous leaps of history, superior
without Soviet Democracy.
There
to the epoch of Lenin, is .the inteCommunist movement with reason
can be no proper functioning without
reject this, but, In their turn, they gration of people with the Party,
the dialectical capacity of the peodo this Incorrectly, as Tito rejected ideas and decision impose themoess, of seeing the process as it is;
selves.
The epoch of Lenin was
Stalin:
Tito tried to advance
that is to say, against the interest
well and afterwards nearly went back
like this but very slow; now it is
of layers, of structures arisen .and
to capitalism.
much more rapid, dynamic and con.developed from the revolution through
sistent. We prepare for this and I
All this creates favourable conthe backwardness of the intervention
prepare for this, and I try to prepare
ditions for the countries of Africa
of the masses. This was how history
the
International
for
this.
and Latin America, with the developdeveloped. But the dominion of the
ment of nationalist movements which
It is necessary to prepare for this
bureaucracy is not going to be
can pass rapidly to the condition of
process of dialectical leaps which
perennial, nor wi II it continue for a
Workers State. In these countries,
long oeriod,
is very profound.
It is necessary
the Communist parties are minute.
The historic conditions do not give
THE OBJECTIVES, THE SOCIAL CONTRADICTIONS AND THE PROthe historic basis so that the ComGRAMME
TO DEFINE THE CLASS CHARACTER OF THE PARTY
munists can develop, because their
(REPLY
TO
A QUESTION).
J. POSADAS, 15th February, 1975.
policy has not enabled them to
The question whether it is. necessary to be a worker to be a leader,
understand the process, and this
or if the idea and the Party are sufficient, should not be posed in this
has left very profound roots in the
way. The Party has a programme, a policy and an objective. When the
consciousness of the masses, in
militant enters the Party - independently of the fact whether he is a
the experience of the masses, the
worker, a petit bourgeois, intellectual or eyen a bourgeois - he accepts
petit bourgeoisie, the scientists
the programme and the policy of the Party; he is already adopting the
and intellectuals.
proletarian, revolutionary point of view. He adopts the objectives of the
This requires .an understanding
proletariat, not of the. bourgeois or of the petit bourgeois.
Including
as an organism to intervene everyhimself in the Party, through conceptions, through objectives, he becomes
where: in Latin A111erica, Asia and
proletarian. But if his origin is not proletarian, he' is insecure, doubts
or vacillates, because he has the petit bourgeois, individualist organisaEurope, that is to say, what we are
tion. His roots do not come from the working class but are petit bourgeois
doing in Portugal. This requires a
or even bourgeois. Having a::cepted the programme, the policy, the obtheore.tioal and political understanjective of the revolution and of Socialism, his behaviour and conduct in
ding, a theoretical preparation much
the process has a structure which can make him vacillate, doubt, delay,
more profound than at present, a
retreat or abandon pesitions. The proletarian, through his structure and
very disciplined functioning of the
odgins, no; because in the proletariat's origin the basis exists Which
Party, a conduct superior to that of
gives conviction. The social origin, function in the economy and society,
the present, a superior organisation
is unified with the objective of overthrowing the capitalist system, beof time,of intellectual pre-occupation
cause this originates and develops the thoughts, the collective consciousand
of
intellectual
dedication,
ness, the collective capacity, the objective necessity of Socialism.
superior infinitely to that at present;
This is through its function in the economy and in societY. But also,
theoretical, practical and political
once entered in the Party and in the trade union activity., the proletarian
understanding
of
this
process,
achieves his perspective through intellectual understanding combined and
separate activities, which afterwards
developed with his class origins. This is given by class solidarity. He
are joined together.
does not fear, does not doubt. There are no historic bases which make him
vaci !late, he does not have the pores where the water can get in and
This is the definition of a proweaken him. He has the solidity of the class. The proletariat is solid.
cess which is accentuating and not

WHY THE CRISIS OF CAPITALISM IS TOTAL
3/11/75
It is confirmed that there is a
very acute fight in the Communist
Parties, in the nationalist
move·P
ment in the capitalist countries. it
is not a usual struggle for elections
or better trade union positions or
winning trade union struggles. It is
not the usual struggle against capitalism, for wages, or tor better
conditions of work. What is happening is an intensification and a
deepening of the struggle to overcome
and defeat, to substitute for or to
supplant
the
capitalist system.
This Is the tendency of history and
this ts the tendency which is developing in the Workers States with
qll ite a lot of force.
This process is combined with
the crisis of the Workers States, in
China and now in Albania.
They
feel the necessity, the necessity
exists, for the development of every
country, for the world process of the
unification of the Workers States,
of an agreement or of a discussion
on. this.
The discussion in the
Workers States develops in an empirical form. Since there is no leadership, ttiere is no programme which
corresponds
objectively
to
the
immense possibilities of defeating
the capitalist system. This makes
the process slow,and the discussions
are also. very empirical, superficial
and Indirect.
The world Communist movement
doesn't discuss what is happening
in the world.
Now recently some
Communist parties begin to discuss
it, as, for example, the Italian
Communist Party: 'Yes, the crisis of
capitalism is a total crisis'. Now.
But they use total only in relation to
the economic crisis. They see unemployment and there is no increase
in production, so they have a list:
'In February they produced less than
the previous month, they produced
less than before, they invest less
than before, they consume less than
before, there is more unemployment'.
All this is very good and it is necessary to do it. But this could lead
to
capitalism
taking
economic
measures if they allow it and, unless
there is revolution, to reorganise
itself. Even considering that capitalism doesn't launch an intercapitalist war - because it would
favour the Workers States - it could
win time at the cost of the liquidation
of other capitalist sectors and of the
petit bourgeoisie, and then overcome
the crisis.
For this, it would have
to subject the proletariat. Then the
Communists and the Socialists would
have to carry out the function of
domesticators of the proletariat,
and the proletariat ·is not going to
allow itself to be domesticated.
The proof lies in France, Italy and
E!ritain, even though the leaderships
can dominate and impose certain
measures for the protection of capitalism, as in Britain where they voted
a plan for controiling the increase of
wages to save capital ism, and they
say this is to 'combat· inflation'.
Inflation is not the fault of the
workers, it Is the fault of capitalisrr
and to overcome the problems
of
inflation it is necessary to overthrow
capitalism. Although. the leaderships
may generalise what has happened
in Britain, even in Italy itself the
workers are not going to accept.
The crisis is not only ·economic.
It. is moral, social, scientif.ic and
political. The causes of the crisis
do not only arise from the cyclical
nature of the capitalist system.
This crisis was delayed, but it
accumulated, and now it is infinitely
more profound. This is one of the
bases of the crisis, but together with
the economic crisis, there exists the
understanding that in the progress,
for the continuity of life, capitalism
is unnecessary• Now people understand this. Before also this was so.
But today there is a multitude who
understand.
Capitalism is unnecessary for
the progress of the economy .and
science. It is an obstacle. People
understand this and immense layers
are won as, for example, is .shown in
the discussion occurring in the
Church in Brazi I and throughout the
world, even in the Anglican .Church.
In the army, in the police, in scientific sectors, in the administrative
apparatus of capital ism, there· are
tendencies which are won by the
Socialist progress of history and
are the expression of the influence
of the revolution. All this is combined in the Church, in literature
and ln culture. A.II this is combined.
Thus the crisis is total, because the
conomic crisis is united to the dis-

inte.gration of the moral, economic
and political support of the capitalist
system. All this is being discussed
in the Workers States but, at the
same time, they discuss how· the
revolution can be avoided, how it is
possible to substitute for capitalism
and, at the same- time, they exert a
pressure to intimidate and make a
show of strength to impede the war•
At the same time, there are more
and more clear-cut tendencies and
influences which say that the war is
inevitable. This is so in the Workers
States and outside the Workers
States.
There is an intensification of the
contradictions of the bureaucracy,
contradictions between the objective
necessity of revolutionary policy
which has to impel the advance to
power and the necessity of containing, so that tendencies do not
emerge which go further in policy
than the conception of dislodging
capitalism without revolution; that
is, Leninist revolutionary or Posadist/Trotskyist tendencies.
This
is the situation which influences the
world.
What determines the course of
history is not the junta of assassins
in Chile, the power of Yankee
imperialism, nor of the capitalist
countries.
What determines the
course of history, the force Which
attracts, organises, stimulates and
gives confidence, is the progress of
the revolutionary process.
And
there is a very clear and decisive
expression
in
many
capitalist
countries, that is, measures of reorganisation and re-structuring of
the capitalist system, including the
armies, i.e. in Norway, Sweden and
Denmark.
The armies which were
the centres, which were the most
solid
sustainers
of
capitalist
thought, wh ioh were created for
this, are deteriorating to an ever
greater degree and Portugal and Peru
are part of this. There is an absence
of an understanding of this process
in the discussion of the world Communist movement, in the movement
of the left groups, of the left Socialists, or of the Socialists.
They
take the crisis of capitalism as an
economic crisis, which is very
profound but exclusively economic.
They do not see the total crisis of
what they call 'the values of society',
It is a .total crisis in which people
who are guided by the ambition of
making
capitalism
develop,
of
possession, of property, of investment, of accumulation, reject th is
perspective and accept a Socialist
perspective.
This process creates in currents
of the world Communist movement
aspirations, tendencies, movements
which are reformist, which correspond
to the reformism of this stage of the
capitalist system. They are tendencies which think of annulling capita.llsm by means of movements, by
making use of this process and of a
very great, enormous number of
layers of the population won by
Socialism.
This is, for example,
the movement of Carrillo who speaks
of 'Socialist pluralism', of a 'plurality'. This is to say that it creates
currents and tendencies which are
quite firm in the world Communist and
Socialist movement, such as the
Socialists of Portugal, in part the
Socialists of Italy, and the Communists of Carrillo. But, even so, they
are not defined, secure currents who
su.bstitute
for
the
total
class
analysis, a reformist, compenetrative,
evolut·ionist
accommodation
with
society. They cannot becrystalised
completely because, compared with
the reformism of the epoch of developing capitalism, these t.endencies
inevitably
need measures which
require
a relationship with the
masses, and· organise them. And the
masses intervene and give a revolutionary direction to their intervention. If is an intervention which
means that capitalism cannot be
changed towards Socialist methods
without transforming society, and to
transform society means the intervention of people.
In intervening,
·the masses give a perspective which
does not remain limited at the
leaderships. The masses have more
understanding than their leaders.

J POSADAS

diminishing.
It is going to be
accentuated.
The recent crisis of
the United States respond!S to this
process. They are seeking a reform
of the apparatus so that it can be
more useful, more dynamic, and so
that they can eliminate the conflict
between the CIA and the Pentagon,
or
construct
another
organism
superior to the CIA and the Pentagon.
The crisis can be this or it can be
a game, in part. real, to make the
Soviets understand and help the
reformist wing in the Soviet Union.

The petit bourgeois comes to the Party, accepts the objectives, the
programme and the policy, but al I his perspectives, his experiences, his
life, is individual arid subjective, full of individual problems, with bases
which incline him to doubt, to insecurity, to individual inclinations, to
substitute himself for the instrument of the Party, to resist experience,
communication, the continuity of experiences which the proletariat makes.
Arrogantly, he puts himself above the proletariat. Although he accepts
the Party, the programme, the objectives and the struggle for it, through
his petit bourgeois origins, his life is developed through individual qualities, as is the petit bourgeoisie and professions.· Such a quality is
included in his political struggle, a.id makes him insecure. Then the
Party is the programme, the objective and the policy, but the base of it
is not proletarian and is petit bourgeois, is insecure, vacillates, feels
uncertain, is disturbed by events and yields. If its base is proletarian,
it can be isolated, but whatever the circumstances it does not yield.

This gives rise to discussion~.
to tendencies with interests created
locally. Spain, Italy, ·Portugal and
the Workers States; local interests.
The
process
which
constantly
advances of the total crisis of
capitalism, of the historic definition
This is a process by leaps.
Hence, the essential condition is the programme, the policy and the
of the process passing through the
Marx defined the process of history
revolutionary objective. But the proletarian base is solidity, firmness and
atomic
war,
advancing
towards
as a process by leaps. But, from the
consistency in policy.
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THE VTH CONFERENCE OF THE BRITISH SECTION OF THE POSADIST IV INTERNATIONAL 19TH FEBRUARY 1976
The British Section of the IV
International has held Its V Conference
which Is aimed at tuslng the objectives
of the British Section with those
of
Comrade Posadas as he orientates
us In his texts and those of the
Xth World Congress of the Trotskylst
Posadlst IV International and Its
conclusions: to construct the Marxist
tendencies In the world Communist
movement and, in Britain, In the
Labour Party and trade unions. Our
task of Impelling Marxist tendencies
In the Labour Party and trade unions
Is Integrally part of the task of the
Posadlst IV International and In the
world Communist movement, for the
return to Marxism In the USSR, the
return to the Soviet functioning in the
USSR, the establishment of Soviets
In all the Workers S;tates, and the
of the Communls!
reconstruction
International. Imperialism Is preparing
for war against the system of the
Workers States, because It sees that
everywhere It Is being smashed,
expropriated, and that the nationalised
and planned economies are becoming
a universal norm. But, In the face of
this threat of nuclear war. the masses
of Vietnam, of Cuba, of the USSR and
the world, proce&d to Impel Communism without fear.
They already
acquired the security which comes
from every experience In history, that
weapons do not win In the end. What
wins Is intelli.gence and human fraternity, ·united in the objective functioning of the nationalised and planned
economy. We base our confidence on
the conduct of the masses, who show
In their struggles and audacity that
they are not determined by fear of war,
1but by the security that Communism
wl II triumph. We base our confidence
In Britain on the security of the world
masses, of Cuba, Vietnam, Africa,
who, far frQm being submitted to ff\e
fear of being bombed by Imperialism,
show to us the dignity of humanity
in the construction of the International
Ues, so as to finish with what Is left
of Imperialism on a world scale. This
Is the source of Impetus and also
moral support for us in Britain, to
construct the nationalised and planned
economy In all the British Isles
Including Ireland. As none of this
would .be possible without the USSR
today, the lessons from the construction of the USSR, the first seven years
of Soviet functioning, are an enormous
experience to bring to the Labour left
In Britain ror the construction of the
Socialist Republic In the British
Isles. Our function Is to participate
In the clarlflcatlon now taking place
In the world Communist movement, for
the honest rectification of the functioning of the Communist parties and
their programme and to plan, with
other workers parties, the construction
of the Soclallst Soviet United States
In Europe. Our Conference discussed
that our function In Britain Is to be
fully part of the function of the
Posadlst IV International, to be the
Trotskylst Posadlst wing of the world
Communist movement, assisting the
Communist parties of any Importance
to rectify the structure and functlonlnQ
which they developed in Stalln1sm. as
a result of Stalin's policy of conclllatlon with the capitalist system. The
visit of Shelepln In this country was
a powerful Indication that, as Is the
case on the world scene, It Is the
USSR wh lch Is taking the Initiative
to construct a tendency In Britain
to fight against British Imperialism.
This shows that the total crisis of the
capitalist system is intimately linked
to the process of Partial Regeneration.
the extension of the number a!Jd
quality of the Workers States lr.i the
world, and the unification of all of
them; this deprives capitalism of
zones of Investment. but more still,
It deprives It of the possibility of
Its continued existence.

The USSR has now reached the
point where the process of Partial
Regeneration has led It, even with a
bureaucratic leadersh Ip, to Intervene
In Angola, following the historic
victory of the peopte of Vietnam,
This means that the
combined struggles of the world towards Corrmunlsm have Impelled a
unification between their struggles and
the Soviet Workers State. The massive
strikes
of the proletariats of France
and Italy, seeking the nationalised
and planned economy, find their
objective and natural continuation
In the form of the Workers State, the
planned economy. The uninterrupted
struggles of the masses of the world,
particularly those of Portugal, have
Imposed on the world Communist
movement a theoretical clatlflcatlon
of 'democracy', 'plural ism', the meaning of the strikes In the West - which

the Soviets now say are •prelude to
revolution' - how to smash the bourgeois state apparatus, and the concept of •permanent revolution' which
Basmanov now calls 'uninterrupted
revolution'. There is a clarification
on all these themes which are central
to the fundamental task of finishing
with what ls left of the capitalist
system. Also, a fundamental conclusion Is being drawn, particularly in
the
Cuban Conference In Latin
America•
and In Rude Pravo ** ,
with regard to the fact that the bourgeois state defends private proterty
and wl II never accept to let Itself be
expropriated.
To nationalise It.
private property must be
confronted
by force by the mobilised proletariat.
The struggles of the masses of the
world, partlcu larly those of the proletariat of Portugal, s.timu lated this
conclusion in the world Communist
movement. This was part of the process which demanded that the USSR,
Cuba. Intervene directly In support
of the world revolutloii.
This does not mean
that the bureaucracy wl II no longer
be an impediment but that Increasingly
the nationalise? and planned economy
demands that the bureaucracy gives
way for a superior and more scientific·
organisation of all the Workers States,
to finish with world capitalism.
This means that the conception of
Socialism In ooe country, cornerstone
of the policy of Stalin, has now gone.
The warning of the previous policy
of the Soviets and Cubans 'not to
export the revolution', which they. used
against the Posad.ist and against
Guevara, has now been burled•. HI story
goes towards the unl'l'icatlon of the
Workers States. This Is the basis of
the confidence which Comrade Posadas
shows in his texts; the base of
our own confidence.
We feel the
unalterable joy of being part of this
combined process of the world revolutlon and the Partial Regeneration.
Our objective Is be the fundamental
con sclous part of the whole world
Communist movement for the construetlon of the mass Communist international, for the unification of USSR.
and China as a fundamental first
step.

CONDITIONS ARE MATURE FOR THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE LEFT.

Portugal has been a profound
experience In the world Communist
movement.
The formation of the
SUV (Soldiers United wi II Win). which
are organs functioning at a superior
level to that of the Soviets of 1917,
organs generated inside the imperialist
army, has been an event of immense
importance. It has broken the justification of the Communists 'that the
conditions are not mature to take
power'. How an" the conditions not
mature, and committees of soldiers·
organised the fullest political discussion and the fullest Intervention
of the masses in the economy? Comrade Posadas said that they functioned
at a higher level than the Soviets did,
this Is not to say that these SUVs are
at the historic level of the Sov:ets,because they are not. But their funct101
is superior to that of the Soviets.
In tlie sense that in Portugal such
committees developed without the
Intervention of the Bolshevik Party,
which Is a beautiful confirmation of
Trotsky's
'Permanent
Revolution'.
This ls what our conference discussed.
We call on the Labour and trade union
vanguard to discuss thlsl How are we
going
to construct
Socialism In
Britain without being able to judge
what is the actual stage of the revolution? The SUVs are a fundamental
means of judging what stage we are
in. How is It not possible to construct a Socialist/Communist Popular
Union in Portugal with the programme
of nationalisations? Or in Italy? Or
In Spain? How is It not possible to
Impel these to go to government, for
the Government of the Left, to nationalise and plan the economy? Also,
in Britain, It Is clear that the trade
union and Labour left can and must
Intervene at the level of government
for the Government of the Left in
Britain, which is a Labour Government
in which the trade un Ions and the
left of the Party weigh directly. Why
Is this not taking place? Not from
the strength of the T cries, but rather
the lack of political discussion In
the Labour and trade union left, a
lack of organisation of It so that It
can discuss without being submitted
to the apparatuses. This is what has
to be discussed. It is In Britain like

In Portugal, not the strength of the
right which prevents the government
or the Left, but just a lack of organisation of the left. We propose that
this is discussed In all the Labour
movement In Britain and Ireland.

THE TRADE UNIONS MUST DECIDE
DIRECTLY IN THE GOVERNMENT.

the Labour Party. This Is expressed
in a number of examples, such as the
sending of representatives of the
Labour government to the funeral of
Franco, whilst the NEC was violently
opposed to this. Or the NEC denunciation of the overthrow of the Whltlam
Labour government
In Australia,
wh•m the British government said
nothing, or the crisis over Chile.
There are many other examples, such
as the attitude of the NEC over
Prentice or the support It now gives to
Angola and SWAPO. whilst Callaghan
warned of the •dangers of Angola
spreading to other countries in Africa'.
All these Instances express the gap
between the government and the
NEC,which, In reality, Is the expression of a widening gap between the
government and the party. The point
of departure of this process ·aould
be placed at the time of the antiEEC campaign launched by many
sectors of the Labour Party in direct
opposition to the government.

Our Conference assessed the
period which elapsed In Britain between the last Conference and the
present one. What characterised this
stage is the crisis of all apparatuses
of the workers movement. The balance
from UCS was drawn on the basis of
.the analysis of the world crisis of
capitalism and Imperialism, and the
impossibility of further reforming the
Today, the
system In this stage.
intervention of USSR and Cuba in
Angola are the mark of the stage of
history when the Workers State fuses
directly and physically - even if
there Is stl II a little wh lie to come
before this Is complete - with the
In this, the Labour Party shows
world revolution. This means, conthat the crisis of Imperialism and
cretely, that the Workers States, and
capitalism now passes through the
particularly the USSR. open the perLabour Party, sharpening the struggle
spective of the ellmlnatlon of the
between left and right In It. It tends
Stalinist currents In the Communist
to elevate the role of the Labour
movement and of the ending
of their
Party as a Party as opposed to the
conciliation with the capitalist system. electoral, careerist structure of a
This alters also the relationship Party solely geared to parliamentary
between the Communist and Soclallst Interests. But, as shown in all the
parties and the possibility of concllla· instances given, It· Is the right that
tlon with a system which, In any case, dominates In the Labour Party as a
has no more to give. ucs had to
whole regarding
all the main debreak from the cycle of capitalist
cisions.
Why?
Because the left
production call for the extension of
~annot go forward, If It respects the
occupation's form a left In the trade
apparatus of the Labour Party, its
unions and• the Labour Party. The bourgeois structure in which the right
same lesson for all the other factory always can decide. The proletariat
occupations Is to be drawn. Today, has long since discovered this. This
all half-measures or substitutes for Is prec•sely why it tends to utilise
workers control. like 'workers co- the trade unions as political Instruoperatives• and •workers participation', ments. The smashing of the antihave failed.
All the policies put strike laws was an example.
The
forward by the trade union 'leadership'
imposition of this present Labour
and the actual Labour 'left' as It Is, government was another.' The trade
for •reflation', •selected Import con- unions mobillsatlons, their close
trols' are policies which remain within relationship to the class. are precisely
the capitalist system.
It there Is what is going to give the Labour left
•reflation', then money Is just re- the possibility of pulling Itself out of
cyc;:led from the workers labour into the control of the apparatus of the
the ,capltansm.
Labour Party: far from damaging the
Meanwh tie, a further lease of time
Party. this goes In the direction of
is given to capitalism at the workers making It function better, as a leaderexpense. The Conference discussed ship of the working class.
the Letter to the Belgium Section on
the necessity of the left In the .trade
unions organising itself on a pro- NATIONALISATIONS MUST BE FOR
gramme for the total control of the
COMPLETE PLANNING OF THE
economy to plan It, throu9h nationalisations, and the method to apply this ECONOMY.
- wh lch is to Impose workers control.
occupy. As the bourgeoisie will not
The fact that the question of
let Itself be expropriated. It Is neces- Ireland Is discussed primarily In the
sary to Impose this programme, trade unions, and that it Is them,
starting with organising a left In the together with the TUC, who have made
trade unions, shop stewards commltt- the proposals for •a better life' camees, In Britain and Ireland, for the palgn, confirms the analysis made by
expropriation of the land, banks, Comrade Posadas many years ago that
insurance companies, building socle- It Is from the trade unions thatthe
ties, the major Industries, under changes would be Impelled. The fact
workers control and without compen- that, In all the demonstrations of the
sation. This must be coupled with working class. more and more Labour
the programme for a massive housing MPs feel the necessity of pledging
programme with nominal rents, re- support, shows how the Labour Part~
planning of cities, re-organisation of is being Impelled from the trade unions
transport, the massive re-tooling and It flows from this that the Labour
automation in mines. factories etc. left has to organise itself consciously
as the Workers States have done. All on the base of giving support tothe
this means that it is possible to struggles of the working class, and
maintain open all factories, extend to formulate for these mobilisations
them for the Infinite need of the people the programme to nationalise and plan
and re-absorbing all the unemployed. the economy. The Labour left must
This demands also workers control retake the Clause IV of the Constltuin the nationalised Industries. This tlon, which Is for the public ownership
means a leadership In the trade unions of the means of production and exprepared to Impose the struggle for change. Our Conference called for a
planning and, at the same time, a National Conference of the Labour
direct intervention .of the trade unions movement., to discuss the total nature
at the level of government, for a of the crisis of the system and the
Government of the Left which ls a necessity for a complete programme of
Labour government In which the trade . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " " '
* This refers to the recent Conunions decide directly.

reconstruction of the economy on the·
basis of nationalisation and planning.
The perspective Is that this cannot
be achieved peacefully, but by the
working class imposing Its dictatorship
on the bourgeoisie. The <.,omrades of
the Labour Party must also discuss
how this cannot be achieved without
the support of the USSR and the
Communist and Socialist parties In
Europe.
The enormous crisis In
Rhodesia, and soon South Africa,
the revolutionary process In Spaln, are
going to be powerful Impulses for the
left in the Labour Party and the trade
unions. it wi II Inevitably bting them
closer to the USSR. The construction
of the Socialist Republic In the
British Isles is on the agenda. The
Labour left cannot go forward now,
without adopting a programme for the
wl thdrawal of British troops from
Northern Ireland, and not one single
soldier to Africa. It must call on the
USSR to support and seek international
organi.sation
of the working class,
with the Communist parties of Europe
and the USSR.
W& have planned to fuse ourselves
further In all aspects with the IV
International Posadlst , so as to
assist the Labour and trade union·
left in structuring Itself on the basis
of Marxism.
We have planned to
:io this in every way through regular
publications, the publication of our
own texts, with better cultural and
theoretical level. We have decided to
make a plan to grow and extend our
periphery whilst continuing to extend
our publication of European Marxist
Reviews and Bulletins.
The visit of Shelepln in this
country was the sign that the USSR
is starting to Intervene towards the
British proletariat to organise a
tendency - as Comrade Posadas
analysed{ 1) - wh lch Is for
the
smash Ing of Imperialism, and particularly British Imperialism.
We
call on the USSR to support the
Posadist IV International on a world
scale, and to assist us In Britain,
for this task which Is not the construction of ourselves· but of the revolutionary and Marxist left In the Labour
Party.
The Vth Conference of the British
Section saluted the conclusions from
the Xth World Congress, particularly
fusing itself with the conclusions on
the necessity of the unification of
USSR and China. and,wlth ,the.task of
developing Marxism In the USSR, with
th.e Soviet functioning. which Is the
central task to organ lse a Mar xi st
left In the Labour Party.
VIVA THE UNIFICATION OF USSF
AND CHINA!
VIVA THE FUSION OF THE COMBINED PRO.GRESS OF THE PERMANENT
REVOLUTION
AND
THE
PARTIAL
REGENERATION
IN
ANGOLA I
FORWARD TO THE ORGANISATION
OF THE LEFT IN THE LABOUR
PARTY I
FOR THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC IN
BRITAIN AND IRELAND!

-----------------!
1)
I

THE LABOUR LEFT MUST BASE
ITSELF ON THE TRADE UNIONS.
The Conferenct: discussed the
general strike which overthrew Lopez
Rega in Argentina.
As Comrade
Posadas analysed the proletariat, In
this stage, has found the means to
expel the right from the government
It stimulated without permitting the
bourgeoisie to return to It.
This
process Is world wide. In Portugal,
the trade unions themselves Impelled
the nationalisation of the banks, the
nationalisation of larg~ concerns, of
newspapers, radio stations, and land
reforms, by occupations and making
the government agree with them.
Whilst the trade union left must adopt
the programme which we have pointed
out, it is In the Labour Party that the
political leadership for this struggle
has to take place.
We discussed
that already there Is dual power In

ference of the Conmunlst Parties of
Latin America, In wt'llch the resolution was passed that power had to
be sustained by armed struggle,
among other conclusions, stimulated
by the Soviet Union.

(
'The tasks for the left In the
Labour Party•, J. Posadas, 15.9.74.
In Red Flag 235

'The Programme for the organisation of the left In Britain'• J.
Posadas, 26.4.75 in Red Flag 244.
'The referendum on the EEC, the
abstentions and the Socialist solution
to the crisis of capitalism In Britain'.
J • p osad as, s •6•75 I n Red Flag

245~

'The Tenth World Congress
of the Trotskyist Posadlst IV International, J. Posadas, 19;7.75 in Red
Flag 255.

**

This refers to an article in Rude
Pravo, the paper of the Czechosfovak
Communist
Party
which
recently
raised the question that 'It ls necessary to smash the bourgeois state
apparatus•.

r:===============================:::J
VIVATHE EXTENTION OF NATIONALISATIONS
AND THE UNPAID WORKING DAY IN MOZAMBIQUE
TO SUSTAIN THE REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENTS IN
RHODESIA SOUTH AFRICA AND NAMIBIA!
FORWARD TO
THE UNITED SOVIET SOCIALIST STATES OF AFRICA!
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THE FAILURE OF IMPERIALISM
AND THE RACISTS IN RHODESIA AND THE
REVOLUTIONARY PROCESS IN AFRICA
J.NSADAS
26.9.76
fhe Soviet Union has to elevate its intervention
as it is now doing in Rhodesia. Kissinger issued a
warning to the soviets not to intervene. The soviets
replied "we are going to intervene" "But we are in
detente", "Certainly we are in detente but also in the
revolution". And Kissin~er had to put up with it. And
the soviet reply forced Kissinger to say to Smith that it
was necessary to make more concessions.
Rhodesia is a country of five million ne~oes and
two hundred and fifty thousand whites rule
everything. There is not much plurality. It is absurd,
completely absurd. Its the whites who decide, not half
and half but the whites, who have everything in their
hands. Although they are not all buffoons, itk
convenient to them to have an opposition but a
moderate opposition. And all the negroes who enter
the government are all of the apparatus, which is
linked to imperialism.
The intervention of the Soviet Union is a very
elevated event. It shows that the Soviet workers state
and the other workers states - China, is shortly
going to see although today it attacks the Soviet Union,
that they cannot tolerate a retreat of the revolution.
And they have to support every movement which tends
to limit, to smash or to separate from capitalism. The
Soviet Union has to intervene.
Hence the reply of the soviets to Kissinger in
South Africa is decisive. This is partial regeneration
and it is very elevated. "Detente does not negate
support for the revolution" - this is the first time that
the official organ of the Communist party, of the
government says this.

. It is a very great defeat of imperialism in
Rhodesia. The agreement which they have reached
has no value. It is a heavy defeat. They have to
proceed in a matter of three weeks from complete
intransigence to accept an agreement. This is a
fraudu!.ent: arrangement which leaves the white
majority in the same position. The five million
negroes, and the two hundred and fifty whites have
parity in voting rights but the police and economic
power is in the hands of the whites. This means that
the whites decide, not the blacks. Nonetheless when
they have to recognise that the blacks have to
intervene in the leadership of the country, this affirms
that the struggle of the blacks is right, and the
struggle in Namibia and in South Africa is affirmed
with this. But also the blacks in the United States see
"well that is what we have to do". The blacks are 15%
of the population in the United States, then they want
to have more representatives in the government.
This defeat of British imperialism, Yankee and
French imperialism, the lot of them, is not expressed
in the resolution which was taken but imperialism has
had to take a resolution of recognition that it is
necessary that the whites must yield the power, at least
to share it with the negroes. It is a swindle because in
proportion the whites should have a tenth and the
blacks nine tenths representation. As it is the whites
have the. economy, and banks, the army and the
police.
But this resolution was taken after the
Johannesburg movement which is the first time since
1937 that such a movement has developed. This
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means that the upnsing of the bfacks i.vas ffie factor
which obliged the whites to yield and made
imperialism intervene in polemic with the local
interest of the whites because otherwise the soviets
would intervene. And this is to build Rhodesia not a
Berlin. It is a wall of Rhodesia against Mozambique,
Angola and Tanzania also. They want to place a wall
which is their base and they forced Smtth to yield,
because they saw that if they did not yield, this would
give bases to the guerillas, leading to the overthrow of
the regime by the guerillas and the soviets would
intervene through Mozambique and also of Angola
and the Cubans.
This is an effort to stop the. advance of the
revolutionary struggle in Africa. This is the depth of
it, and with a very weak conclusion and with the
demonstration of force of the workers stages which is
going to stimulate the intervention to overthrow this
new government. It is going to harden the internal
struggle of the blacks, because there is a camarilla of
blacks accommodated to the whites.
Then there is the matter of the reply of the soviets
to Kissinger. Kissinger made an appeal saying "after
this arrangement we hope that the soviets will not
intervene, will not create obstacles for these
agreements". And the soviets replied "Detente is one
thing, the struggle against imperialism and for
national liberation is another". We continue detente
but we make the revolution". It is a conclusion. It is a
resolution of principles of the Soviet Union which is
going to have a very great echo and it is a very great
blow against the right in China. Part of the attitude of
the soviets is motivated and determined by the anti
imperialist struggle in Africa which is necessary for
the Soviet Union and also against the Chinese. The
Chinese support the other side, they are against.
In the world class struggle, the Sino Soviet
divergences are not to be resolved between China and
the Soviet Union in isolation but in the world course of
the revolution, as now Rhodesia. The soviet position is
very significant because it shows that the Soviet Union
cannot tolerate a retreat in any country as it affects its
own security. This is not the bureaucratic interest of
plunderer but the function of the workers state, as
when they defended themselves against Hitler.
It is an aspect of partial regeneration. It is the
bureaucracy which leads, but it is not in the name of
the bureaucracy that they take this ·measure. As in
1939 before the invasion of the naxis, the Soviet Union
intervened not in the name of the bureaucracy but of
the workers state in the contradictions of the workers
state. In these contradictions it was the workers state
which won and Stalin who lost. The Soviet Union
intervenes throughout the world and declares that this
agreement on Rhodesia is a lie, a swindle.
It is necessary to appeal for the mobilisation of
the masses of the world to overthrow the whites of
Rhodesia. They have no right to be there. If they want
to remain as citizens, the power has to be in the hands
of the blacks. Not only this, but it is necessary to
statify all the key sectors of production, all the sources
of wealth. all the transport system, the banks. It is
necessary to statify and plan the economy. This is the
conclusion for the progress of Rhodesia.
The contrary of progress is the rule of the whites
and a black camarilla. The fight is going to continue
anyway.
We appeal to the soviets, to the Chinese, to the
workers states to intervene in this way. It is necessary
to appeal to the negroes for the struggle to
expropriate, to transform private wealth, private
property in Rhodesia into nationalised property, and
to plan production, so that it does not depend any
more on diamonds and mines but on a development of

the economy agrarian and industrial, seek1n~ a
Federation throughout Africa to plan production.
Meanwhile to develop the agrarian and industrial
economy, they should demand help and aid from the
workers states from Cuba to the Soviet Union and
China also. They should appeal to China not to
support or make a united front with the whites of
Rhodesia, with imperialism, but sustain the struggle
to overthrow imperialism, militarily, politically,
socially and financially.
This struggle is going to favour the internal fight
in China to eliminate the conservative and conciliatory
wing close to imperialism and stimulate the
revolutionary wing to intervene in the course of the
world process at the side of the Soviet Union, to expel
imperialism from Africa, Asia and Latin America and
to seek an agreement, a united front with the Soviet
Union and the unification which is necessary of China
and the USSR and of all the workers states.
This resolution of Kissinger was dictated by the
pressure of the African revolution sustained by the
soviet intervention in Angola, Mozambique and the
intervention through Cuba, and Lebanon also. Thus it
is necessary to see that it is not a simple resolution
that Kissinger went so that they would weaken, to win
votes. No, he went through fear that the soviets would
intervene. This indicates the weakness of imperialism
that it does not make a confrontation wtth arms
because it fears soviet intervention. This shows that
the soviets intervene, and are going to intervene and
have to intervene, because the defence of the Soviet
Union does not end with the Urals, it finishes with
Lebanon. When the soviets cannot make the
concessions that they made in Yalta and Tehran, it is
because this is the phase of the final settlement of
accounts. The security of the workers states does not
terminate in any frontier, it has to extend the workers
state throughout the world.
The Chinese say that this is imperialism. This is
anti capitalism even made in a bureaucratic form and,
not so bureaucratic because it is anti capitalist to
eliminate the capitalist system. This stimulates any
people which wants to free itself from colonial
oppression, from backwardness and racism to rely on
the workers states. And to rely on the workers states, it
stimulates social changes and economic transformations, as is going to happen now in Rhodesia and as it
is now expounded by one of the very important black
currents which wants social transformations.
Kissinger went to seek a stopper to give
confidence to the African bourgeoisie to resist and
sustain points of economic and also military and
strategic support. He went with arrogance but he
could not frighten or intimidate with economic and
military arrogance either th~ blacks or the workers
states or Mozambique which was nearby. He sought to
win over a black minority to function within the
capitalist system with economic concessions. This for
capitalism is the least evil. But it cannot succeed
because the influence of the revolution is much more
powerful over the black population than these
notables who have neither weight or authority to
decide for the rest of the black population. But the
workers states, yes.

Hence the radicalisation of the black movement
is very rapid. The level of the strikes in the combativity
of the strikes indicate that imperialism should go, the
whites should go and they seek also social
transformations. Transformation of private property
into state property, planning of production, is the next
step which is going to be discussed there.
It is a new stage for Africa in which Zambia,
Mozambique and Angola are goin~ to play a very
great function. Angola and Mozambique are going to
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be the centre ~because they are the ones most free of
local interests and through them works Cuba and
through Cuba the USSR.
The liberated zones in Rhodesia are still very
precarious. They are aided by Mozambique and
Angola in a very indirect form, in part by Tanzania
and Zambia. But they are not very firm zones, because
they cannot do anything, they cannot form an
economy and
still live a tribal life.
They have quite a few tribal conflicts. Besides the
bourgeois wing already constituted, there are tribes of
particular origin, language and culture and they
clash. The ideas of socialism unites all, as in Lebanon.
In Rhodesia there are twelve particular cultures, small
sectors who have developed with particular cultures
and then the leading layer exploits this, to negotiate
with the others.
Lenin posed; self determination on the basis of
progress, and all the representatives of these conflicts
are eliminated. This ts not the epoch of separate
cultures, separate ethnic races, but even with the
maintenance of this, it is necessary to unify all, so that
afterwards separate cultures can disappear. Culture is
indispensable. This is a very beautiful problem to
resolve. The original problem of the USSR is
reproduced among the negroes. In the USSR they
united many separate populations which also had
tribes. There was Mongolia, yellow blacks and in
Rhodesia they are all black which is the same. In the
m:SR they united them. It is true that the proletariat
was there and the party which carried out the function
of unifying them through the worke.rs state.

The solution in Africa is an African Federation in
which all are united with cultural self determination
but centralised economically so that in twenty years
ethnic and cultural self determination would be
eliminated. Capitalism is based on all this to maintain
the differences, the confrontations, the local interests
and that is the error of the Soviet Union, in not having
related to these problems and not having developed a
programme.
And one of the necessities which is imposed is
that they have to provide a programme, otherwise they
cannot advance. And they cannot advance creating a
new bourgeoisie and based on a bourgeoisie.
Imperialism does this. Liberation elevates the
conditions to resolve, to see with the programme of
socialist self determination.
Through the ethnic antecedents, separation is
maintained but there is a unified planning of the
economy and in a few years the differences are
eliminated. In Yugoslavia also it was like this. There is
still the backwardness in handling these problems,
which is the backwardness of the bourgeoisie, who
cannot resolve any problem of history, because the
progress of humanity is not made through private
property but collective property. All the forces of
progress are based on collective property.
All the racial, ethnic, tribal problems which are
very ~eat in Africa only find a solution in socialism.
This ts science.
J. POSADAS.
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The death of Mao Tse Tung,
the unification of the Communist Movement
and the world situation
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The death of Mao Tse Tung is not going to change fundamentally nor partially the process in China which is
determined by the internal struggles. Although Mao Tse Tung had not intervened for fifteen years in any important
problem, nor had positions, nor texts, he was a political centre and co-ordinator of tendencies. His disappearance
leaves a void and it is going to impel the tendencies to more acute and open confrontations. But the level of
confrontation is determined among other things by the base itself of the tendencies which until now did not appear
solidly.
·
Chiao Kuan Hua has just declared that "in a class society war is inevitable". That is to say that the war is
inevitable between capitalism and the workers states. Although he refers to the USSR as if it was going to launch
the war, it is a very indirect accusation because he poses the "class struggle" and the "class war".
This process has to produce changes in China. There is no political life, there is no trade union life there is no
intervention in the world problems in accordance with the need of the workers state but only with the 'need of the
leading bureaucratic layers. The support to the fascist Junta of Chile, the support to NATO does not respond to the
workers state. These are not mistakes, they are counter revolutionary positions which express the existence of
bureaucratic layers which have very profound interests like those of Stalin when he was against the revolution,
when he betrayed the Spanish revolution.
But now the conditions for Stalin do not exist. On the contrary today the conditions are more and more
pronounced to impel the unification of the workers states or at least the planning in common of the workers states
economically and politically. There is no scope for the right, because capitalism cannot tolerate any alliance, any
lasting agreement. In every capitalist country, the crisis advances more and more and the revolution also. In
Germany the dominant discussion during the present electoral campaign is "what to do with the other Germany"
yvhich shows that the public opinion of people is very profound, and the capitalist crisis also, because they see the
influence of the German workers state.
The disappearance of Mao Tse Tung is going to stimulate the more open intervention of all the currents
although it is necessary to wait for a period to see how they develop. But a current which is essential and is going to
appear very soon is that of retaking the alliance with the Soviet Union. This is going to be one of the most profound
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forms, as the changes in China are going to show the maturation of the political revolution in China. If in a short or
long run - but above all shortly - there is a closer link with the USSR, it is going to create a new world situation,
because imperialism now is not going to have a centre to support, to speculate and play with. Moreover China is
not very consistent and sustains "the dictatorship of the proletariat", "proletarian internationalism", the
"construction of Socialism'; the "intervention of the popular masses". Although it does not apply them - because
to support Chile is not proletarian internationalism, to support NATO is not proletarian internationalism - they are
principles which they must sustain and that are going to weigh in the world communist movement, principles
which are concessions between distinct currents which they have to allow to be formulated even while they make
another policy.
These concessions are aimed at layers of the party who want this. It is not simply to make a eulogy of the
peasants or normal people but for the people of the party. They are two vital principles of the revolution which
express necessary and just positions. And this is going to revive and produce above all two very great effects. The
first is that it is going to increase the forces of the world communist movement, the programmatic positions and
principles "dictatorship of the proletariat" and "proletarian internationalism" and in the second place it is .going to
correct also the chauvinist and reactionary position of the Chinese. It is going to reanimate the discussion and open
a period in which we must intervene very, very acutely but with much ductility and flexibility to weigh in the world
communist movement, in the socialist, nationalist and catholic movement because this process in China is going to
impel the left.
At the same time it is necessary to observe the reaction of imperialism, because imperialism did not base itself
on Mao Tse Tung but on the bureaucratic layers who being bureaucratic are in the party. The most recent changes
i.e. that of Teng Peng and the last confrontations in the factories including a part of the army, show that there is a
very acute fight which does not come to the surface in a programmatic form but which is a very great struggle.
Although it may not appear immediately it is going to break out. I~ is not that conditions have changed witn the
death of Mao Tse Tung but that a containing force has gone. As the programme did not exist, the role of Mao Tse
Tung was fundamental, because it substituted for programme and policy. He was programme, party, tradition,
consistency; he concentrated the forces and determined thE! political decisions, containing the functioning and the
life towards revolutionary tendencies. He contained them through the authority and the weight which he had and
through the lack of a Bolshevik party. Stalin exercised the power which he exercised in the USSR, after he had
assassinated the Bolshevik party. Before he could not do it. Before he discussed programme, policy, experiences
Congresses. In China there has been none of this, there has not been· a Bolshevik party.
The death of Mao Tse Tung is going to impel a great deal the discussions and alter the relation of world forces.
This is not an immediate process, it depends on the level of internal struggle and agreements, because the
tendencies are strong. With Mao Tse Tung, the right had quite a lot of force. But undoubtedly it is going to
stimulate the struggle.
The bureaucracy is not the result of this process. It makes a policy determined by its social interest. In the
beginning the bureacracy cannot have social interests; it can commence by political interests but immediately the
social layers who have social interests, in the usufruct of the workers state follow them. It is not simply mistakes
and errors but social interests, that are at stake. If it was just mistakes and errors reality would correct them. It is a
social layer based on power and has a part of itself inserted in capitalism and in the conception of private property,
of private usufruct. It is this which creates the policy which affirms these interests and afterwards it is itself taken
with this policy and cannot escape. This was Stalin. But now it is not the epoch of Stalin, now it is not the epoch in
which the bureaucracy can do this. It can make a bureaucratic policy, but the whole world does not allow it to sit
down, to stabilise and develop itself. And there is no bureaucracy of any country of the world which can sustain
itself in stages or for much time if it does not extend itself on a world wide scale. Hence Albania retreats and China
in part also. There is no place for Stalin.
This process is going to deveiop a series of problems, among them the intervention of the trade unions of
China which until now has not existed; to throw out this National Chinese Assembly, placing its functioning more
linked to a soviet form, with the principle that the soviets apply - although not consistently but they apply it - which
is the revocability of mandates, accompanied with the programme of the candidate, what programme does he
have? What policy? and to retake and reanimate the political discussion on the basis of achieving the principles. It is
not that this arises through the death of Mao Tse Tung. If he had lived, the same process would have come about,
but as tie was a centre of authority which contained events, then with his death a centre disappears and makes way
for the free play of tendencies. But as they are tendencies which have a mutual fear, the free play is controlled. But
anyway it is going to break out. It is symptomatic and important that the Chinese people came out on the streets
with red flags and singing the International, something which is seen on quite a small scale in the USSR.
This is going to produce also at the same time a change of relations of forces with imperialism. If the Chinese
enter into an acute fight, although they do not succeed immediately in returning to unite with the USSR, it would
alter all the world relations, as much with capitalism as with the workers states. Hence it is going to force an
accentuation of the soviet principle in the workers states and is going to weigh on the communist parties. All the
conciliatory and opportunist communist parties are going to have a lesser weight because China and the USSR are
the two essential centres without which there is no communism. They can unite all the other communist parties
together - of which the two biggest are the Italian and the French - but the influence of China and the USSR is very
great, infinitely more.
The fundamental aspect of the death of Mao Tse Tung is the changes which it is going to mean in the relation
of world forces and between the workers states. It is not going to be immediate, because the centre which supports
itself on the right has strength but it is going to accentuate the internal struggle and define the steps much more:
because imperialism is based on the policy of China. For this reason impsrialism has to some extent a complacent
attitude in relation to China - but has never stopped recognising Formosa and it has given them atomic arms. This is
to say that imperialism sees this policy of the Chinese was provisional.
This is going to accentuate the internal disequilibrium and favour the tendencies which seek a consistent class
policy. It is not an immediate perspective but it opens the road because ideas, experiences, analyses are defined
that none of them have in a complete form, neither the soviets nor the communist parties. The closest to them on a
general level are the soviets; also the Cubans, Mozambique and the Vietnamese. But the ones which weigh and
determine are the soviets. As a consequence this is going to accentuate also within the Soviet Union, the

tenaenc1es which are close to the workers state. It is not necessary to expect ·immediate resu1ts.but in a snoffstage,
yes, taking into account that the Chinese bureaucracy and the imperialist government of North America accepted
the visit of Nixon to China. It was all prepared, and the result was zero. In the recent period almost all of the great
leaders of world capitalism went to China and they gained nothing either. On the contrary the soviets a short time
ago declared "important changes will come in China". And this present situation is going to favour enormously
these changes and it is going to favour consequently the revolutionary tendencies of the world - among them ours because they have to discuss ideas, experiences, objectivity and objective programme. If the centre supporting the
right can continue dominating - because the right alone cannot triumph - it will be for a short time because they do
not have perspectives. The perspective of China is not the war against the USSR but the elimination of imperialism.
Now there are no more stages for Stalin nor for Hitler. The conditions do not exist for this anymore. While Pius XII
blessed the guns of capitalism, today the church has to fight within itself seeking to impede support for progressive
movements or shut up. The centre was to sustain capitalism, today it is against.
Together with the progress which is meant by China and the intervention of Mao Tse Tung, it is necessary to
emphasise and discuss the later stagnation, a stagnation which does not come from China but from a previous
stage of the world revolution, a political stagnation together with economic and social progress. But in fundamental
problems China had to decide with the workers states. Even takin_g ba9~~ard positions, when it had to decide, it
was with the workers states. This is to say ·that the strucfiffe of t~e workers· states weighs mo.re than the
bureaucracy. The bureaucracy of the Stalin type cannot give any more, because the world revolution weighs on
China and impedes the consolidation of a layer far from the revolution. If the revolution does not live, this layer dies.
Hence it tries to control the programme the revolution so that it does not bypass the limits of interest for itself. But
it cannot do it, hence it is overcome.
But the bureaucratic attitude of the Chinese was not new. The soviets did it before and in part also now, i.e.
conciliation with capitalism. It is not just the particular policy of the Chinese but it comes from the bureaucratic
conception of the revolution. This cannot be followed, because the workers state cannot tolerate conciliation with
capitalism nor can capitalism sustain conciliation with the workers state.
It is necessary to propose public discussions throughout China, in the trade unions, in the factories, in the
country, on the consequences of the death of Mao Tse Tung, the succession and the programme, a programme for
the united front between all the workers states with an anti capitalist programme, to eliminate the policy of support
to Chile with the intervention of the trade unions, so that meetings, congresses, are called with an anti capitalist
programme and with appeals to the masses of the world jor th~ str1!9.9.!e a_aainst capitalism, so that the trade unions
in the factories, and in the country intervene in all this. The trade unions at the moment are annullea, neither does ·
the movement of the Communes function. Before they functioned. This is to say there is no organised political life
but there are apparatuses which substitute for the functioning of the cell, of the party, of the factory meetings, of the
trade union, including the National Assembly which being a copy of a bourgeois parliament, never meets. It is the
apparatus of the party which substitutes for all the organs. The soviets do not criticise, do not attack this
functioning of the organs in China because then they have to draw the conclusions for themselves also. But
Vietnam which is to the left of the Chinese and the soviets, is impelling China, and the situation in China in its turn is
going to favour Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos.
A programme is necessary which accompanies the economic progress of China, which is very great with the
political intervention of the masses. It is aimed to form an agreement between all the workers states for the
planning in common, for the unification between the workers states in a united front against the capitalist system,
and in that particularly the unification of China and the USSR.
It is necessary to make an appeal to the communist parties and to the workers states, so that they intervene in
China, offering a united front, agreements, and planning, and aimed at the Chinese masses also, so that the soviet
trade unions, and the workers states intervene towards the Chinese masses and the leadership, appealing for
unification against capitalism for the final settlement of accounts. Capitalism is preparing the atomic war as the last
means to survive and it is necessary to foresee and prepare for it by taking the initiative. It is a final settlement of
accounts between capitalism and the revolution. As a consequence the workers states have to take the initiative
with the necessary military measures to smash imperialism before it reacts, because capitalism is going to launch
the atomic war whatever the circumstances. There is no other means to try to survive, consequently the workers
states have to win historic advantage, which although it may be only half an hour, is an immense advantage to save
lives, prevent disasters and catastrophes which the war of imperialism is going to bring to humanity.
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THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL AND
THE PROGRESS OF HUMANITY
J. Posadas
This Congress of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union has to be
received in all the spirit of communist
love and affection. It is the same
bureaucracy which killed Trotsky and
these descendants who killed
Trotsky, we support and call upon to
impel the communist regeneration
and as part of that to discuss the
need to organise and reorganise the
mass communist International.
The communist International is
an objective necessity of history. It is
not the instrument to measure one
party or another. It is a scientific
centre of organisation of the
collective life of the world. It is a
centre which develops the most
elevated scientific principles. This is
the communist International. It was
like this in the epoch of Lenin and
Trotsky. If afterwards there was a
retreat, it was through Stalin but not
the power of Stalin but the historic
conditions which allowed Stalin to
develop. The communist International is indispensable. The communist International generalises the
experience, communicates it as a
scientific instrument, allows one to
achieve in the communist parties, the
unification of the level of theoretical
understanding, political understanding and of the most elevated
experiences.
It is a lie when capitalism says
and some communist parties, that
the "Communist International is an
instrument which now does not
correspond to history". The Communist International is not an
instrument to defend the interest of
the most powerful country against
the smallest but to generalise
experiences to unify the creative
capacity of the masses through the
workers states and to come together
to organise the power where it is. In
this way the communist International
functioned, if it did not continue in
this way it is because Stalin
degenerated the communist International.
The Sino Soviet unification is an
instrument which is very powerful
and necessary for the progress of
humanity. This has to be discussed.
The Chinese leadership is bureaucratic, conciliatory with capitalism
but the Chinese workers state has a
base superior to the bureaucracy
which leads it. And in this way just as
·Stalin was defeated, also the
conciliatory tendency within China
will be defeated. It is necessary to
propose in the communist parties, all
the communist militants must
propose that the Sino Soviet
unification is necessary! The unification of all the workers states is

necessary! It is necessary to make
this discussion rapidly, now, immediately without stopping, without
interruption; it is necessary to unify
the workers states, to plan the
economy of all the workers states, to
plan the economic, and military
policy with the full right of the
discussion of the experiences, of the
conclusions of all the parties. It is
necessary to measure the parties not
as "the small and the large", not as
the "largest party has more power
than the smallest" but as with
science to give scope to the scientific
capacity and intelligence of the
workers states. It is not the most
powerful which wins or determines
the course but intelligence can be the
contribution of the smallest, Albania
for example. This is the Communist
International.
The degeneration of the Communist International, of the Third
International was not a work of the
programme and the policy of the
Communist International but of the
retreat of the world revolution which
allowed the rise of Stalin. It was not
an error of Lenin or a mistake of
Lenin. Nol These were the deficiencies of history which today no longer
exist. One of the essential points of
the discussion of the communist
parties must' be the unification of the
communist world movement on the
basis of the anti capitalist programme
and of the construction of socialism,
on the basis of soviet democracy.
All this must be done with the
participation and the support of the
revolutionary
world
movement,
whatever its origin, or strength. On
the basis of the movements of the
most backward countries - as in the
Sahara with Polisario - they go
directly from the Polisario to the
workers state. They say "they want
to construct socialism". This is the
most urgent task which the
communist parties must discuss.
Every communist party closed in
itself, develops a consciousness,
understanding, policy and sentiment
of isolation which segregate it and
make it a small island in the world
which is united by communism. It
segregates and develops then the
bases for bureaucratisation, for the
apparatus. It is a constant and
uninterrupted necessity that all the
communist militants should have this
conclusion present in their mind.
Socialism is not constructed
with the unification of countries.
Socialism is a scientific conclusion
which is supported on, based on an
objective need for the development
of the economy, of science, of
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technology, of productivity. Economy, science, technology and
productivity are strangled by capitalism which does not allow them to
develop. In the workers state if they
are in the custody of the bureaucracy, they are not held back or
strangled as in capitalism. In the
workers state, they are in custody
with the elimination of the bureaucracy, they are going to develop
unquestionably.
For the construction of socialism, the base for the statification of
property is required, the planning of
production, the elimination of the
bourgeoisie and nothing of pluralism
but socialism. In the Congress of the
CPSU they functioned as a Communist International; not the same
but similar in many aspects to the
Communist International. The soviet
bureaucracy has had to function like
this to defend itself, and also because
the soviet working class has a level of
political culture, of organisational
intervention, of combative resolution
that the bureaucracy is obliged to
make these changes. It is not a
merely reproductive change of the
bureaucracy. It is a limited, contained
reply from the formidable impulse of
the soviet working class.
This resolution of the Congress
of the Communist party of the Soviet
Union at the same time that it expels
500,000 members linked to bureaucrats,
that it shoots
functionaries as thieves, expresses
the very great drive of the soviet
working class. The soviet working
class is the most formidable, the
most complete and the most
powerful in history. Without the
marvellous soviet working class,
fascism would have triumphed. The
soviet working class has weighed in
the CPSU. It has not weighed in an
effective form in the constitution of
workers in the leadership of the
party. There are some, but very few.
The resolutions which they have
taken are on the road of the necessity
to develop workers power in the
world. This increases the conditions
for the development of the workers
movement.
We feel that we are an
indispensable factor in history.
Undoubtedly, even without us,
history goes on the same path, even
without Lenin, it woula nave done so,
but with a very great slowness which
would have allowed a retreat in
history. We are conscious of our
function and seek to carry it out in
the best possible way.
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